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Dear Readers,

Welcome to the Youthwrite Anthology of 2007 and 2008. Included in
this compilation are the winning entries from the ABODE Youthwrite
program for the last two years. As you read through, you will see a diversity

of styles and content Some plays address serious issues while others are
poignant comediesthat poke fim at life's foibles.

The Youthwrite program encourages EC Drama students to put pen to
paper, or fingers to keyboard, and share their work with others in the
province. All entries are read by our adjudicators and the top rated plays are

invited to perform at the Provincial Drama Festival as well as published in
this collection. Many thanks go to the adjudicators for their time and efforts
in this selection process.

Drama inspires us to activate our imaginations and find inventive ways

to communicate to audiences. These plays are perfect examples of this
creative process. The yoimg writers included in this selection have much to

be proud of, as they have submitted inspired and thought-provoking
theatrical works.

Mary Niedballa
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Youthwrite Report 2007
The quality of the scripts in this year's Youthumtewas really great and
we were pleased that we ended up with so many scripts to read. Many of
the young writers took risks that belied their youth and were successful in
writing about a number of mature topics, characters and circumstances.
We met together to read through most of the plays and briefly discuss
each script as a group before separating to write our personal thoughts to the
writers about their work. For me, that is the most challenging part of this

job, which I take very seriously. I know that these kids have poured their
hearts out onto the paper, and sometimes I think "Who am I to tell this kid
that I didn't likesomethir^ about their script." I always hope that something
that I didn't partictdarly like might tickle one of the other readers' fancy so
they get a range of comments when the scripts are returned. However, with
many years of experience producing, performing, writing, and being an
audience member, I also know that being very honest is the best way to
approach what I have to say.
Drama teachers Lana O'Brien and Maiy Niedballa teamed up again this
year to adjudicate the 2007 Youthwrite submissions. Also a reader on this
year's panel was English Literature specialist Mike Allen, who brought a fresh
new-to-drama approach to the material.
Thank you very much to the sponsoring teachers who supported and
encouraged their young playwrights. This year's top choices include:
'Tlay" by Carter West
"Soul Solutions" by Robyn S. Lawrence
"In The Absence of Sarah" by Charlotte Macaulay

I sincerely thank Mary and Mike for their time and commitment to
this project And, again, thank you to the students and sponsor teachers who
submitted scripts to this year's competition.
~Lana O'Brien

Youthwrite Report 2008
It has been a truly rewarding experience to coordinate this year's
Youthwrite program. I would like to congratulate all students who
submitted work for Youthwrite 2008, The range of dramatic and theatrical
styles was impressive. It was quite a challenge to select the top choices for
this year.
1would also like to say what a distinct honour is has been to
adjudicate the plays alongside Linda Beaven and Jason Donaldson. Linda,
recently retired from teaching Drama at SummerlandSecondary School, has
also founded and coordinated the GoodWill Shakespeare Festival in
Summerland Jason is a member at large on the ABCDE Executive and
teaches Drama at Gulf Island School of Performing Arts on Salt Spring Island
After Jason, linda, and 1 read and evaluated the entries, 1had
conversations with both of them to narrow down our search for the top 3
script choices. We had such difficulty choosing them that we decided to ask
the executive to allow 4 top choices. Here are our four choices (in
alphabetical order according to the writer's name):

"Beauty" by Marlee Coulter et al. company of ij writers
"The Hook" by Caitlin Forsyth
"Caught in the Rain" by Christine Park
'T)irty Laundry" by Barbara Reid

This is my third year adjudicating the Youthwrite competition and 1
have enjoyed reading all entries. My philosophy behind Youthwrite is to
encourage and empower students to share their works with other
professionals in the Province. Thank you to these talented and brave
individuals for their hard work and creative efforts.

Mary Niedballa

(Play
By
Carter West

Caution: Professionals and amateurs are hereby wamed that "Play" by Carter West is subject to royalty. It
is protected under Copyright Law. Inquiries regarding performance rights and royalties should be directed

to Carter West at 22238 45 Ave. Langley, BC V2X 1B2. The fee for a single production ofthis play will
cost $25.00.
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DRAMATIS PERSONAE

Guide-A playwright

^

Jacob-A character

Tom- A tool

^

Techie-Afool
GUIDE

W

The character of The Guide is a tricky and complex one. To play it accurately requires a great deal of subtlety and

understanding. Though androgynous, anyone approaching said role mustdo so with a greatdeal of authority andplayfulness.

The primary pitfall is in believing the character should be played with complete honesty. It is essential to remember the

playful nature of the Guide. He is someone who is vain, self-centered and ultimately misguided, but he is eccentric NOT ^
insane on his own ambitions. Imagine a filmmaker who has had one success and believes that all other work he produces will

prove to be infallible. As we have seen these filmmakers are almost always proven wrong (Mendes, Verhoeven, Spielberg, ^
etc.). At his core his intentions are amiable, he is truly trying to question the theatre and challenge institution, but in the end
we see that theatre is an old Queen no one dare challenge. His relationship with Jacob should be is similar to that of a pup
'teal

and its master. Guide knows that he is the one with wisdom and he is eager to share it with Jacobs but only to an extent.

Condescension inevitably should seep in but shouldNOT be the overall tone of the relationship. In certain sections when he

repeats words or sentences to Jacob ("intime") theactor must dothis a happy tone, and notwith a dark one. Interms on Tom, ^
he is merely a tool to be used to illustrate a point to Jacob. With Tom, there is no threat of anarchy, only obedience. Guide
should be a fon and the actor must not become bogged down in his own pretentious trappings.
\

y

JACOB

Far less confined then Guide, Jacob should be a blank slate that is slowly filled with details. Though he should in any

way resemble HAL circa. 2001: A Space Odyssey. Jacob slowly transitions through a variety of emotions, but should not ^
become too complex until the closing moments as he realizes that his "God" truly does have fallacies. This destroys him in a

way and his final lines to Guide should emulate that feeling. He must be arepresentation ofthe audience and its experience of ^
being thrust into this stage world of absurdist theatre. His reaction should be true to what the audience itselfis feeling. It is
important that Jacob never does anything to alienate himself form the audience, as he is their only link to this tricky world.
Everything has the confusion of a new bom baby while have the motor and linguistic capabilities of a full grown man. Upon
acceptance of the Guide's teachings there should be somewhat of an Adam & God sentiment, a complete reverence to the
character. Towards Tom, Jacob should view him simply as an extension ofthe Guide. Jacob must be careful not to appear too

whinyor submissive; a questionable respect.

TOM

A puppet of the Guide's design and someone who really has no sense of free will. WHATEVER the Guide says he
must do, otherwise the dominance illusion is lost. The actorof Tom should shine through at the very end of the piece.
TECHIE

Disgruntled, butaware ofthe flubandofthe factthere is a large audience watching the play. Embarrassed butblunt.

/
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PLAY
Carter West

^
^
^

GUIDE: Silence. Lights down please; lePs get started.
(We are in a time and place that is not known. The stage lights are dark exceptfor afaint light comingfrom
the sides ofthe stage. In the dim, afigure enters. He places a coat UPC. Lights slowlyfade up and we are able
to see thefigure ofanother man lying down. Once the coat has been set our GUIDE sits directly at the head
ofthe second man, Jacob.)
GUIDE: Jacob.
(The man in white stirs.)

GUIDE: Jacob, open your eyes.

(JACOB sits up and isfully awake.)

^

JACOB: (groggily) Wha...?
(The man in white black smiles and stares.)
GUIDE: Hello Jacob.

mi

JACOB: (Startled by the voice) Jesus. (Looks around in shock)
^

GUIDE: Welcome Jacob. How are you?

^

JACOB: Christyou scared me...
GUIDE: I apologize it was not my intention to frighten you. I was just trying to ensure you were

^

awake.

^

JACOB: Who are you?

GUIDE: I am your guide. I'm here to ensurethatyou havea safe and comfortable journey.
JACOB: What... where am I?
GUIDE: You will see.

"

JACOB: When?

^

GUIDE; As you progress through your journey.
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JACOB: What journey?
GUIDE: You will see.

JACOB: Where will this journey take me then?
W

GUIDE: You will see.

JACOB: Stop saying that! God... I just want to get out of here.

^

(He begins toexitSL)
GUIDE: Jacob, you're journey does not begin that way. You must come back.
(Jacob returns and standsface toface with GUIDE)

JACOB: Alright, what is going on here? Where am I for starters? What the hell is this "journey"?

_

And most importantly who AREyou?
GUIDE: I am the pla)^right. I created you as I sat on a bus. You were developed over a period of

3 weeks. During that time you festered from a germ of the mind to a fully functioning mental

^

character that was then transmitted to paper. As you can see that character in paper has become a
character I flesh and is currently being represented by the actor who is playing you.

JACOB: Kay, buddy. You're nuts. Goodbye.
w

(Begins towalk out again)
\ ]

GUIDE: How did I know you're name...? Jacob?

(Jacob, seriously considering this -point turns toface the GUIDE)

^

JACOB: Lucky guess.

GUIDE: There are over 10 million names currently in use. I find it hard to believe that I got you're

namefrom a "luckyguess". I created you. You are an extension ofmyself. In timeyou'll realize it.

ij

JACOB: In time?
GUIDE: Yes. In time.
imi

JACOB: Let me guess... In time... Youmean on my magicaljourney?
CARTER WEST
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' GUIDE: I don't ever recall saying magical Jacob.
JACOB: Whatever.
HP*

GUIDE: Whilst on your journey you will discover where you are, where you are going, and
ultimately that I am your master.
JACOB: My master... Hmm. That's quite a statement. Prove it.
(GUIDE smiles.)
GUIDE: TOM!

(TOM enters SR dressed in black.)

GUIDE: Tom lets see some Beckett... Godot if you don't mind...

(As GUIDE instructs TOM, he instantly breaks into the specific character. Should be slightly over dramatic

^

to emphasize the absurdity of the occurrence)
TOM: Sometimes Ifeel it comingall the same. Then I go all queer.
GUIDE: Williams...

TOM: STELLA!!!

«

GUIDE: Wilde...

TOM: Child, you know how anxious your guardian is that you should improve yourself in every way. He
laid particular stress on your German, as he was leavingfor town yesterday. Indeed, he always lays stress...
GUIDE: Couldn't stand another word of that... umm... How about some Mar...

^

JACOB: Thafs enough...
GUIDE: You see?

JACOB: AUI see is you've got some guy doing what you tell him to do.
m

GUIDE: How about some Chekhov..?

(GUIDE smiles. JACOB gets up and begins a very intense scene from Chekhov's: The Cherry Orchard.
Actors need to be completely committed to theirnewfoundroles and unaware ofany previous happenings)
CARTER WEST
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JACOB: I had a lot of moneyyesterday, but there's very little to-day. My poor Varyafeeds
everybody on milk soup to savemoney, in the kitchen the old peopleonlyget peas, and I spend
recklessly.There, they are all over the place.
TOM: Permit me to pick them up.

JACOB: Pleasedo, Yasha. And why did I go and have lunchthere? ... A horrid restaurant with
band and tablecloths smellingof soap
Why do you drink so much, Leon? Why do you eat so
much? Why do you talk so much?

GUIDE: Thank you Tom. Jacob, if I were to ask you the definition of God, you would say that he is
the omnipotent spiritual and moral force who is evident in all cultures throughout the world. You
could say that God is specific to the environment he is in. The prisoner who is about to be
sentenced puts his faith in a judge. The judgeis the one who has the power to sendhim back to his

family or send him to the gallows. The judge holds God like authority over that prisoner. In the
same way I am your judge. What I decide determines who you are, where you go, and how long
you stay here.

JACOB: I'm out of here (Begins to leave)

GUIDE: Jacob, if you leave those people will be very displeased with you.
JACOB: What people?
(GUIDE beckons JACOB to come backfrom the exit.)

GUIDE: The people sitting watching you.
JACOB: There are no people.
GUIDE: You can't see them.

JACOB: But you can?

GUIDE: Yes. Right now they seem a bit puzzled at what they are seeing.
JACOB: And why is that?
GUIDE: Well it could be for one of two reasons. They could be surprised that what they are seeing
is not the conventional form of theatre... OR they are thinking that this is another piece of
absurdist vomit that should never be allowed to be funded.

JACOB: There is no one in front of me. Look. The only thing I know is that I've woken up in some
sick dream and I want out.

CARTER WEST
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GUIDE: That is not possible. Your journey has begun and will continue until you reach its end.

JACOB: I don't want to be on any journey, and YES it is possible. (Begins to leave again. GUIDE runs
to block himfrom the exit. Though still calmhe is slightly shaken.)
GUIDE: I fear for your life if you were to leave right now.
JACOB: What are you talking about?

GUIDE: When a writer creates a character he gives birth to something. By putting that much
thought into something, he creates it. The energy of thought makes you real, by you being here
you are real. But outside of the theatre you do not exsits. If you leave... you die. Here let me show
you. TOM!
(The actorplaying TOM re-enters carrying a skull.)
««»

TOM (as HAMLET): Alas dear Yorick, I knew him well.

^

GUIDE: You see Jacob. What you just witnessed was the reincarnation of a character created
himdreds of years ago. You also witnessed the death of Hamlet. As soon as that actor stops
portra5nng Hamlet, in a sense he dies... But only in the sense that he is no longer physically
present, but only emotionally present.
JACOB: So if I stay here I live.
GUIDE: For a time.

^

JACOB: What do you mean "for a time"?
GUIDE: We are in the middle of a play. Even the longest play only clocks out at four hours and I'm
afraid our time is much more limited than that.

^

JACOB: So, no matterwhat1only have a few hours to live.
GUIDE: Minutes Jacob, this is a one act.

JACOB: No! No, I'm sorry this is not a one act. I'm not in a play. I'm not apart of you. I'm not on a

^

journey. I'm Jacob. I'm my own person who is real and controls himself. Even if you were the
playwright why would you write a play about this? It doesn't make sense.
GUIDE: The reason I wrote it is because I wanted to prove a point. That point was that, there can
never be any type of control without direct physical participation from the author. So often you

^

find actors take out theirownpersonal vanities and, forbetteror worse, change the showto their
CARTER WEST
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liking. You see, in any decent play, theauthor hascarefully constructed every word. The text isa
house of cards that threatens to tumble should the slightest piece be moved or replaced. With my

preser\ce I canassure that all aspects are carried out appropriately.
JACOB: Its not possible... You CANThave ultimatecontrol.

GUIDE: Really? Tom! Tom, come here a minute.

^

(TOM enters)
TOM: Yes.

GUIDE:Tom, have you forgotten something?

TOM: Yes. My coat.

^

GUIDE: Tom your coat is behind Jacob there.

^

(Tom grabs it)
GUIDE: That will be all for now Tom, thank you.
(TOM exits.)
I

GUIDE: 1have the control. 1 am the author and 1will dictate what happens.

JACOB: If you really are the author than why don't 1buy what you are sa3^g? Why wouldn't I

^

justaccept what you're telling me?

GUIDE: Because then there would be no play. Every story needs conflict.

^

JACOB:Says who?

^

GUIDE: Aristotle... Ever since him, all authors, (well... most of them), have included conflict

withintheirworks. You are my conflict. And soonyou willbe resolved.

^

JACOB: Even though you and I have conflict, you still have ultimate control? You are still the

^

dictator of the events.

GUIDE: Yes.

"

JACOB: And as 1 speak right now I am uttering the words that you determined I should be

imi

speaking.

CARTER WEST
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GUIDE: Right. And when this play is over you will live on in the memory of the playwright of the
actor, the director and all of those audience members watching you. Your energy is transferred into

a mental state where you will live on for eternity, or at least the memory of you will, your physical

^

presence will dissolve intothat ofthe actor playing you.
JACOB: And throughout everything you will retain control?

**

GUIDE: Absolutely. When you became Lubov, a while back, you were able to pick up the
character instantly because I had been written that at that specificmoment you would become that
character. Jacob, in this world control is everything to a person. It is our one imdeniable freedom.
No matter how much pain is inflicted, or what circumstances we are put under, every human
being is given ultimate control. But you don't have any...

JACOB:.. .because if I were to have any I would jeopardize your notion of control and step off the
path of my so-called journey.
^

GUIDE: Precisely.
JACOB: What if I were to exit?

GUIDE: It is not written and therefore it will never happen.

^

JACOB: We'll see aboutthat.

^

(JACOB in a burst of movement runs to the very edge of the stage but before going over the edge stopsshort.)

GUIDE: (Amused by this display ofanarchy) What's wrong Jacob?
JACOB: There are people in front of me. They're watching... Who are they?
GUIDE: You're audience. The)^ve come to see you. Why don't you exit Jacob? Why don't you
jump off the stage?
JACOB: Because...

GUIDE: Hmm? It's because you can't. It is mentally impossible for you to do that because that
would be a breach of what has been written into you.
JACOB: (On the vergeof tears)I can do it.
GUIDE: Really...? Then go ahead... Do it.

(After a bri^ pause JACOB returns from the edge and starts back towards the GUIDE. GUIDE smiles in
approval but after a step of two, JACOB stops turns on his heel and jumps into the audience.)
CARTER WEST
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GUIDE: What are you doing?

(JACOB is now running up and down theaisles interactingwith theaudience.)
GUIDE: Get back! Now!

JACOB: I thought you said this was impossible? Whafs wrong? No control?
GUIDE: TOM!
u

(TOM enters.)

\
t.^,1

GUIDE: Tom! Go get him.

(TOM also jumps into the audience and a very brief chase occurs. Eventually JACOB, under no coercion
from TOM returns to the stage.)
JACOB: This isn't a play. This is a sad sack failing to prove a point,
(JACOB turns to exit.)

GUIDE: You're right. I've failed. I had not planned on that happening at all.

m

JACOB: But...

GUIDE: You honestly think that I didn't write that?

JACOB: Well why would you?

GUIDE: Because, every play needs action. It can't all be dialogue.
JACOB: So that was intentional.

W

GUIDE: Yes Jacob. If I can make you perform Chekhov spontaneously I can certainly orchestrate a
chase around the theatre.

JACOB: But...

^

GUIDE: Ifs alright Jacob. You're journey is about to come to anend. You have realized that I am
the master ofthis entire production. You see, the thing about theatre isthat ifs live. Anauthor may

^

pour coimtless hours into a script that in the end becomes tampered by actors during the live
performance. Whether they do itwillingly or not, italways happens in some form. So the only way

m

for an author to have full control of his work is to become apart of it onstage. It doesn't matter

_

what you do, or what Tom does, in the end I have the control. Thafs what ifs all about Jacob;

^

CARTER WEST
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control. When I sat down to write this pay I began it as an endeavor, a quest for control. Every
author writes for themselves. Whether it is a comedy or drama, authors write for monetary gain or
moral gain but in the end ifs for their own gain. A stage play is the ultimate vanity project...an

opportunity where the writer has the chance to play God. But when God made all of us humans he
discovered that he can't control every one of us so he sent down his messenger to guide him. You
know what the problem with that was? It wasn't god... it was a secondary figure, a son, a prophet,

^

an enlightened being, an all-wise teacher. People want the real thing and God ever gives it to them!
Well here I am... and not only am I pla3nng God but I am your God.
(At this moment thelights suddenly goout. There is an awkward silence onstage)

^

GUIDE: What's happened?

VOICE FROM BOOTH: Sorry! The light boards gone screwy.
GUIDE: Fix it!

VOICEFROM BOOTH:Ifs going to take a while. I'm going to have to tum the fluorescents on for
right now. I'll get it up and running as soon as I can. Sorry folks!
(Fluorescents go on. JACOB is looking in shook at the GUIDE)
GUIDE: Now Jacob where were we?

JACOB: Nowhere. We...are nowhere. You've just spent all this time explaining...control... but
you've gone and proved yourself wrong. There is now way you and control everything...
GUIDE: Now Jacob...

^

JACOB: No. No! No you have NO control. You have nothing! You can't control what happens up
there, you can't control what goes on behind there, you can't control if this whole place goes up in
smoke, you cant even control me! I am an actor! There is no way for you to control my inflections,
emotions, facials expressions.

(Begins to dancewildly about)
JACOB: Oh... Whafs that? Cant stop me can you?
GUIDE: Now stop that!

JACOB: Or what? You'll scribble me out? Ifs too late for that. You've lost control... you never
really had it.

(Extremely worried the GUIDE searchesfor a response.)
IP*
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GUIDE: Perhaps... perhaps this is planned.
JACOB: No, don't do that. The board blew a fuse, and now everything's messed up. I may be a

playing character and you may have written this damn thing, but you're not the one with ultimate
control. Ultimate control exists in the collective... not the singular.

(JACOB exits. The GUIDE in shook looks down in wonder he then looks up.)
GUIDE: Jacob. JACOB! (Beat) Oh God. He's right. I have no control. I am a sad sack. I've failed.
Shut it down!

\

w

(TOM enters)

TOM: What about our curtain call?

GUIDE: There is no curtain call! Get out. It's over.
M

(Both exit)

(Guide exits andfluorescents switch off. Stage lights come back on.)
TECHIE: Fixed it! (Beat) Guy's?
END

w
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SouCSoCutions
By

Rohyn S. Laivrence

Caution; Professionals and amateurs are hereby warned that "Soul Solutions" by Robyn S. Lawrence Is
subject to royalty. It Is protected under Copyright Law. Inquiries regarding performance rights and
royalties should be directed to Robyn S. Lawrence at 1387 Weldon Rd. Quesnel, B.C. V2J SAB. The fee
for a single production of this play will cost $20.00.

SoaffliScdgitons
A play by Robyn Lawrence

In Order of appearance:

Gluttony (Denial) - Max Galliazzo
Pride (Denial) - Rebecca Raynor
Greed (Anger) —Adrianna Couto

Envy (Bargaining) - Ashley Klassen
Lust (Depression) - Tina Jovovich
Wrath (Realization) - Melissa Erickson
Sloth (Acceptance) - Katie Stringer
Receptionist- Katelyn Escott
1®^ Person- Reagan Lusk
Guy- George Coleman
Girl- Jen Baker

Separate lights come up and down, one at a time on each ofthe
sins.

Gluttony- Ah, I hate weddings, I musta gained ten pounds at least.
The enemy slight pause all you can eat buffets. Sigh man I got the
munchies. I'm saying to myself, one, just one Nanaimo bar and
I'm screwed. Tenth one comes along and I'm NO! slaps hand.
This isn't happening to me.

Pride- are you kidding me? I will not stoop to your level. You can't
possibly think I would do something like that. Do you know who I
am? Do you know who you're looking at? I mean, please your
nothing compared to me. I know fame, fortune, and all the
pleasures, matter of fact we went to lunch just yesterday.

Greed- One thousand and one, one thousand and two, one thousand

and three, one thousand and four one thousand and slight pause
five, FIVE! Where is five? Five is mine? Who the hell stole my

five? Yah that's right my five, nobody else's five. Why me? Why
is this happening to me? I know why. Its you, its your fault! Now
just give it back slowly and no one gets hurt. Silence

Envy-1 want to bejust like that. Exactly like that. I want to do the
same things, say the same things. If you would just give me the
chance I know I can be exactly how you want me to be. I'll do

anything I swear. What do you want me to do? I'll do it, anjrthing.
I wish you would see me like that; I just want to be someone new.
Please?

Lust- are you blushing? Giggles I do believe you are. Come on
now don't be shy. Pause Are you even looking at me? Look at me!

How can you resist this? You're always pushing me away. It's like
I no longer exist to you. No matter how many new faces I try on,
new moves I create, it's never enough for you. I'm never good
enough. Why am I never good enough? Cries

Wrath- why couldn't you have justcontrolled yourself! Its not that
hard, just ration! It doesn't matter that you're short one? It's not
like the world's just going to end because you don't like who you
are! You're so damn self absorbed! And I don't care if nobody

wants you, your fine all on your own! You don't need anyone but
yourself!

Sloth-1 don't have to do this anymore, I don't want to go on. It's

over; I'mjust going to end it all and I accept that. I know it's done,
it's nobody's fault. I no longer have to try; I'm saying my last
goodbye to everything. Now it's time to just sit back and watch
things dissolve.

Lights slowly rise to a desk center stage andfour chairs. In the
desk sits the receptionist, in one chair a man is seating alone with
his head down over his papers, he begins to tap his pencil slowly.
He then walks to the receptionist.
Receptionist: All finished then?
Guy: hesitating I-1 believe so.
Receptionist: Well alright then, the pink form is yours to keep and
the yellow one is for his records.
Guy: That's all then?
Receptionist: Yes please sign here and here and that'll be all.
Guy: signs once Wait, I think I forgot something.
Receptionist: We don't normally do returns but I guess since you
have yet to sign completely, I'll make an exception.
Guy: Thank you, it will only take a second I am sure. He returns to
his seat where he leans over his paper and begins to tap his pencil
again.

1^' Person: walks up to the receptionist Hi.
Receptionist: Hello Sir, Welcome to "Soul Solutions" How can I
help yo— oh you, why must you always come here?

1®' Person: I got a lot of soul. Silence, while the receptionist puts
together the papers So you been getting a lot of business?
Receptionist: not wanting to engage in conversation Please fill out
the pink form, it is for you, and the yellow copy is for his records.

1®' Person: That's it I just fill out a form? And my soul is his?
Receptionist: Simple as that. Hands him the papers Now can you
please just go sit down. He takes his seat by the other man

1®' Person: Have you been here before?
Guy: It's kind of a one time thing; you can only sell your soul
once.

1®' Person: Once eh? So why are you selling yours.
Guy: I figure I am not getting up there so I may as well be on good
terms down there.

1^' Person: I see. That seems reasonable enough. Silence Don't you
want to know why I'm here?

Guy: Not that.

ij

1®' Person: It is if you believe.

Guy: Prove it.
1®' Person: Don't tempt me.
Guy: Me and you will walk through that door right now, walk right
up to the devil himself and invite him for a beer.

j

1®' Person: Idon't drink.

^

Guy: Aguys here to sell his soul and he isn't even a drinker.

J

1®' Person: Nah I'm not fond of the bottle. My son enjoys a glass of
wine now and again.
Guy: You have kids? How many?
1®' Person: Just one son.
Guy: I never had kids.

U
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1®' Person: There is still time.

Guy: I wouldn't have been a good father.
I®' Person: You don't give yourself enough credit.
Guy: You don't know me. You have no idea.

1®' Person: Iknow more than you think.
Guy: You seem to have all the answers don't you?

^
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1®' Person: Not the first time I've been told that.

Guy: Then answer me this why are you here? Why am I here? Why
would anyone be here?

1®' Person: People just loose there way sometimes.
Guy: Maybe you're right. I guess I'm lucky then.

\j

I®' Person: Why's that?

^

Guy: I know exactly where I am going.
I®' Person: You're still determined on going down that path are

.

you?

^

Guy: Nothing's stopping me now.

1®" Person: Only your own free will.
Guy: Are you trying to talk me out of it?
1®' Person: Well it is my job.
Guy: Your job? What's your business?
1®' Person: You.

^
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^

Guy: Me? Your business is me?
, !
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1®' Person: Precisely.
Guy: Who's your boss?
r' Person: I'm the boss.

Guy: Who are you?
l" Person: The boss
Guy: Boss of what?!!

1®' Person: Everything
Guy: how can you be the boss of everything?

1"' Person: I am the almighty one.
Guy: What?

1^' Person: Creator of all, the heavens and earth.
Guy: oh really?

1®' Person: well I don't like to brag oranything.
Guy: You- you think I- me, am going to believe that you are god.

1®^ Person: Many believe in me.
Guy: Ok so let me get this straight. You're god and you golf with
the devil? Laughing Your nuts buddy!

l" Person: Well thinking about it I am present in all things so, yes!
I am nuts.. .and all other things.
Guy: So then, tell me "God" or nuts or whatever you claim to be,
what are you doing in "Soul Solutions"?

1®* Person: I'm the boss, it's my job.
Guy: You're in business with the devil? He's your partner? Well
now I've heard everything.
1®' Person: No, not at all.
Guy: If your god, then why don't you just make me leave?
1®" Person: I won't mess with free will.
Guy: This makes no sense.

1®' Person: Yes it is confusing. But I am here to be the solution.
Guy: looking around am I in the wrong building?

1®' Person: I thought you said you weren't lost?
Guy: I'm not; I think you're the one who's lost.
1®^ Person: No I've been here before. I know where I am.
Guy: You come here often?

l" Person: Everyday but Sunday.

Guy; You're a regular customer at a place that buys souls?

1^1

1®' Person: More of a consultant.

Guy: What do you consult people about?
l" Person: Everything and anything.
Guy: Well you must have a profession, what field are you in?
1®' Person: All fields.

w
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Guy: But what's your specialty. Or you're major?

1®' Person: I major in all things.
Guy: What university did you attend?
1®* Person: All of them.

u.

Guy: All of them? This is the most ridiculous conversation in
history! Stands up out of chair
l®* Person: umm nah there was a few that could top this. Staying
very calm still seated.
Guy: And of course you would know. Sarcastic
1®' Person: Well I am god.
Guy: If you claim to be god one more time I swear ill-
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1^' Person: Please don't swear.

Guy: If your god then just prove it!
1^ Person: Though shall not tempt the lord.
Guy: So you're nuts and your chicken?

1®' Person: I did say I was present in all things.
Guy: if your god I want to see you part the sea. Throws plant out of

•
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vase.

l"St Person: That wasn't completely me.
Guy: Then walk on water! Dumps water on thefloor
1®' Person: Ah that was technically my son.
Guy: Your not god!
1^' Person: Youjust have to believe.
Guy: So then "God" where does the imiverse end?
1®' Person: Where it began.

1.^1

Guy: Oh! God help me! Frustrated, throws his hands in the air
then coversface.
1®' Person: Yes? That's what I am here for.

W

Guy: Oh that's it! This is ridiculous, I'm out of here. Storms off

stage awayfrom hell God (ff Person) walks to the receptionist
Receptionist: You've got to stop doing that, your bad for business.
Guy: Sorry, it's my job. Exit, a few moments later a woman enters.
Girl: hi nervous

Receptionist: Welcome to Soul Solutions. The pink form is yours
to keep and the yellow one is for his records. The woman takes the
papers a sits to fill them out. When she is finished she brings them
to the receptionist
Girl: I think I am finished hesitating
Receptionist: Yes please sign here and here and that'll be all. She
signs the papers and continues to walk through the door, just
before the door closes she stops and is about to say something to
the receptionist. The receptionist cuts her off.
Receptionist: You can sell your soul, but you can't buy it back.
Lightsfade music rises.

Note:

The intention of this play was simple atfirst; it began with the effects ofa
comedy in mind but then grew to have a more important agenda. There is a
man who could be anyone, lost as to where his life is going as he sits signing
away his soul. The seven sins at the beginning of the play are the sins of the
man and his path through grieving, as he sits and looks deep within his
flaws. The man is going through the steps ofgrieving about what has come

ofhim, God meets him in "Soul Solutions" a place where lost souls go to
give up on life. They engage in conversation about the man's life. The man
gets so annoyed by God that he leaves the building, awayfrom hell. After the
man and God have both left a woman enters. This woman takes the same
steps as the man did towards the end, but she makes the mistake ofthinking
things through after she acts. She signs bothpapers before hesitating and is
unable to return. The receptionist then speaks out the moral ofthe play
which is "you can sell your soul but you cant buy it back"
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Characters:

ELSIE is 21: She is the oldest of the five siblings. She is mute (not deaf). It is her secret

fear that Sarah didn't stay with her kids because Elsie was bom mute and therefore is
'defective'. Throughout the play she communicates with her family though sign
language.

CAROLINE is 17-19: She is the second oldest. She tries to keep spirits up in everyone,

by thinking positively, and hoping that Sarah will come back.
JONATHAN is 16-17: He doesn't tmst Sarah, and believes that she doesn't lovethem at
all. He admires Elsiea lot, and is probably one of closestfnends.
MAX is 13. He still believes that Sarahis going to move backto be withthe family

someday. Although not theyoungest, he is less mature than Abby.
ABBY is 11. She is mature forher age. She is slightly sceptical about Sarah, but, unlike
Jonathan, is positive.

CRAMPS is 50-65 (but also deceased). He isthe Father of Sarah and the Grandfather of
the five siblings. He raised the siblings. He was very kind and did as much for the
kids as he could to make up for Sarah's absence.

SARAH is 36-38. She is trashy andin attentive to herfive children. She only comes
around if she thinks that it might benefit her. Ofall herchildren, she is especially
negligent to Elsie.

THE SET: Mid-stage left is an oldkitchen table with some dishes on it, andfive old

rickety chairs sitaround it Down stage right is a big old chair. Up centre stage is an
old cupboardpiled with phone books, and an oldphone receiver. On thefar stage left
apron corner is asmall table. On the table is a lazy-Susan with two plants on it The

plants are the same type and in the samepots, however one is living and the other is
dead. At thestart of theplay, the deadplant isfacing the audience.
Scene 1

Early morning, 7 o'clock, present day.
The Curtains are drawn.

(Voice over)
ABBY: Hi! You've reached Abby!

JONATHAN: And Elsie, Max, Caroline and JonathanABBY: Leave me a message!

Beep sounds

SARAH: Ah, hi kids. It's me. I'm coming for avisit... tomorrow aftemoon sometime...
I'll see you then.

ElsU walks out onto the apron; behind her the curtains are still closed. She takes a

breath, as though she intends to say something, but when she opens her mouth thefirst

time nothing comes out

ELSIE: You'll have to excuse me-1... I don't get the chance to talk- like this- often....
ever. Sometimes I think that if, when I was bom, ifI had not been damaged the way that I

wasj the way that I am- ifIhad been that beautiful little child, the one that all parents
secretly dream ofgiving birth to, then maybe my mother would have kept me.

I'm twenty-one now, Gramps died two years ago. Now it's just the five of us. Caroline is
three years younger than me and is the voice Inever had. Jonathan is only 16 this year
but is the biggest support Ihave. Iworry about Max he's so hopeful it scares me. At 11
Abby understands the most important thing this family has: is each other. On the rare
occasion that Mom decides to visit, weallrealize how much we miss her.

Ofcourse, these days- the ones when she visits- are the longest, hardest days; because
everything must be perfect.

Curtains open. Everyone but Elsie slowly makes their way to the table when they are
allseated they startpassing dishes around andgetting ready to eat

MAX: Elsie, grab the cereal before you sit down, would you?
JONATHAN: Caroline and I are taking the car to do some grocery shopping today, Elsie,
right? You don't need it?

CAROLINE: yeah, we talked about itlast night- she's catching the bus to work- Abby
did you finish your homework?

ABBY: Max couldn't help with one ofthe questions but I got most ofitdown.
MAX: Abby helped me with colouring my pamphlet in.
Elsiearrives at thetable with thecerealand sitsdown next toAfax. Max takes out his
pamphlet to display it to thefamily.
MAX: What do you think?

Elsie looks at it and points somethingout on thefront.
MAX: What... what's that?

JONATHAN: pass it here...
Max hands the pamphlet to Jonathan.
JONATHAN: you spelt elephant wrong.

MAX: What do you mean I spelt elephant wrong?
JONATHAN: see just there- you forgot the **N".

MAX: I did not-1wouldn't forget the N in- Abby you read it over- why didn't you say
something? I've out lined it now- its all done up in pen-

JONATHAN: Abby's younger than you are; don't give her a hardtime. You'lljust have
to hand it in with out the N

MAX: I can't hand it in with out the N. It's right on the cover in huge letters, Mrs.
Blanville is going to notice!

ABBY: whatif you wrote the N on a scrap of paper and taped it to the back? That way
she can't say you forgot the N
MAX: Oh, Ha, Ha, very funny Abby.
CAROLINE: Elsie are you all right?
ELSIE: mom calledyesterday,
CAROLINE: What do you mean mom called yesterday...
MAX and ABBY: What?

CAROLINE: Why didn't you tell us?
ELSIE: She's coming today,
JONATHAN: She's coming today?
MAX: Abby! Did you hear that?
ABBY: I know. Max. She's coming!
Caroline, Abby and Maxjump up,

CAROLINE: Abby, Max you start in here; I'll takecare of the Bathroom.

Abby, Max startpicking things upfrom around the stage, andthenfollow Caroline off
stage left,

JONATHAN: She won't come, Elsie. Youknow she won't. We can't keep doing this,

everything isturned upside down for her and, and she never shows up. Gramps' funeral
was the first timewe saw her in twoyears. Two years! She calls less, and when shedoes

call she fills Max and Abby with false hope. Not to mention that she's awful to you-

Elsie stands upandclears the table. She walks with thedishes offthe stage right,
JONATHAN: Elsie, come on! Ijust thinkthat this is really lame!
Scene 2

Mid-morning, six years in the past of scene 1.

GRAMPS (offstage): Johnny? Where are you boy? Haveyou had a bath yet?
JONATHAN: I'm in the kitchen, Gramps.

Enter Grampsfrom stage left As he enters the stage he turns theplant around so that
thelivingplantisfacing theaudience. He waters theplant
GRAMPS: What are you doing there Johnny?

JONATHAN: Well you said that mom called aday ago, and that she said that she was
going to call you again today! And that itwas importantl

GRAMPS: that's right, that's what themessage said.

JONATHAN: She must be coming to visit! It's my birthday next week, and she must be

coming to stay! Turning 10 is really important right? So she must want to be here for it.
So, I'm making her apicture. Iknow that it's my birthday and she's supposed to give me
gifts instead, but wouldn't it be nice for her to get something too!

GRAMPS: I think that's a wonderfiil idea. Tellme about your-

Phone rings. In rush Abby, Max, Carolinefrom stage left and Elsie walks slowly in
afterfrom stage right, Elsie iscarrying a phone,
ABBY: Can I talk to her please?

MAX: Its my turn first Gramps! Abby spoke first last time
ABBY:Nu huh. Gramps Max is lying.

GRAMPS: Kids- calm down what ifit'sonly atelemarketer- so much enthusiasm from
just a ring or two.

CAROLINE: You'd better answer it or will miss the call- Mum or no....

Elsie passes the phone to Gramps who answers it
GRAMPS: Hello? Yes, Hi dear, how are you?
MAX: Knew it!

ABBY: Tell Max I'm first!
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GRAMPS: Good, Good, that's good. So you had some important news, did you? well the

kids are very excited, let me tell you. Well- they're excited because we all thought that
you might be coming for avisit... Oh, Isee. Well what is the news?

CAROLINE: L.ah.. Why don't you go and wait in the other room- turn the radio on, Jon
should talk first its his birthday, Elsie or I will getyou whenMAX: No I want to stay!
CAROLINE: Abby?
ABBY: Max is staying.

GRAMPS: Oh. Right. Ofcourse. Really. Not like rest. You 're moving? Where too? How
long have you know him? Sarah- you can't just quit your job to move in with this-you
were fired? When? What for? Sarah hegot you fired and your going tomove inwith
him? He sounds an awful lotlike the rest to me? Your right. Ofcourse. Never mind,
When do you move. That soundsnice dear,

Abby looks hurt and takes Max*s hand. He tries to pull loose, but she tugs his arm and
they exit stage left

GRAMPS: When are you going to come and see the kids? Sarah that's not good enough!
Sarah). They're children! They need a proper answer!
Carolinesqueezes Elsie's shoulder and exits stage left.

GRAMPS: Fine. What would you like me to tell them? What, that you don't care. I'll do

it, Sarah! If you don't come to visit them- would you at least like to talk to Jon? You
should talk to the boy. Because it's his birthday next week. You forgot? Sarah! He's had
the same birthday for nearly ten years; you'd think you would have caught on. What?
Yes... she's standing right here. No you can't talk to her! Why? Because you Imow as
well as I do that she can'ttalk toyou over the phone. 1am not going to put Elsie on,
Sarahthat not fair to her. Talk to Jonathan- he's beendyingto talk to y-

Gramps takes the phonefrom his ear, and turns toface Elsie and Jonathan,
GRAMPS: She had to go. Itlooks like something important has... come up. Something
about work... She can't make it. She was really busy, butshe was dying to talkto you,

Johnny! You know- I've been thinking- Its about time we got ourselves aDVD player,
don't you think? We can rent ourselves some movies- go all out and get new releases,
how about that? Sounds... okayl
JONATHAN: Yes.

GRAMPS: Alright. It's a plan.

Gramps exits stage left, Jonathan crunches the drawing he was working on as Elsie
walks up behindhim an tapshis shoulder,
ELSIE: I'm sorry that's she's not coming

JONATHAN: It's ok. 1don't mind-1 mean, she'snever been here right? 'Sides 1got you.
ELSIE: Yes you do, I loveyou verymuch

JONATHAN: Would you like a picture? 1was working onit all day.

Jonathan smoothes outhisdrawing andhands itcarefully to Elsie, She takes the
pictureand exits stageright
Scene 3

Only seconds after the end of scene 1.

Enter Carolinefrom stage left As she enters she turns theplant around so that the
dead sidefaces the audience,

JONATHAN (to himself): The whole stupid thing islame.
CAROLINE: What's a bad idea?

JONATHAN: Oh, nothing.
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CAROLINE: Are you going to mope around all day- there is tons to do. 1don t know

what's gotten into this family, but die place is alot messier than Iremember it being.
JONATHAN: Ah- its cleaner than it hasbeen all year.

CAROLINE: I know- shocking isn't it. Shocking. Look how shocked you are- Will you

please get somebody to water Gramps' plant? It is going to blow away like dust in the
wind ifit gets any drier. Elsiel 1was thinking... maybe you should...

Elsie entersfrom stage right, pickets up the phone and hands it to Caroline, Caroline
takes the phone and dials, Jonathan takes a glass offthe table and walks towards the
plant- before he reaches the plant he turns back to Caroline and Elsie,
CAROLINE: Elsie, You read my mind Hello? Yes Hi, Adam. It's Caroline, Elsie's
sister? Would you mind covering for her today? Yes I know its short notice- our... our
mother is coming in today. Thankyou- we really appreciate this. We owe you one. Yes.
Yes of course I'll tell her.

Caroline hangs up the phone,

CAROLINE: Adam says to say Hi. You know Elsie- he's a really great guy- He's so nice
to you- he speaks sign even.
JONATHAN: Adam's my favourite.
ABBY (shoutedfrom offstage): MINE TOO!
Elsie gives Jonathan a very dirty look,

ELSIE: Pve got the family to worry about, I don't need him too,
CAROLINE: You don't need to worry about us- we all get along fine in your absencebesides; I see that smile you give him when you think we're not looking. I think we
should have him over again, it was so nice last time. Remember it Jon, he brought
Chocolates- Won Abby's heart in the blink of an eye.
ELSIE: Not today
JONATHAN: Even Max likes him.

CAROLINE: Of course not today Elsie- But soon, we'll have him over soon. Well you
might as well come and do the shopping with me Elsie, now that your not working
today..
JONATHAN: Who's going to stay with Max and Abby?
Max runs on stage left

Max: Abby and I could stay alone.
JONATHAN and CAROLINE: NO!

Elsie shakes her headfirmly, Abby enters stage left
ABBY: Yeah we could- we'd be good, honest!
MAX: What trouble would we get into- we'd clean for Mom the whole time.

ABBY: We wouldn't even eat any of Jon's secret stashof chocolate- even though we
know where it is!

JONATHAN: Hey!
MAX: please!

ABBY: Youwon't have to cleanat all! Not a bit! Not even a speck.
MAX We'd dust even!

ABBY: Pd clean the toilet!

JONATHAN: Would you?
ABBY: Would you be able to tell if I didn't?

Smiling, Elsie shakes her head andpoints at Caroline and then at Max and Abby
(suggesting that Caroline should take care ofthe predicament)- she then exits stage
right

CAROLINE: There you have it- Jon, you'll stay with them right?
JONATHAN: Sure, kick me off my shopping spree- fine.
MAX: Argue your right Jon- go and help choose apples! Leave us here to clean.
JONATHAN: How about you don't give me a hard time and I'll clean the bathroom.
ABBY: Sounds fair. Bye Caroline!

Abby grabs Max's hand andpulls him offstage left
MAX: Abby! Wait!
ABBY: Don't argue a good thing. Max, the toilet is taken care of.
JONATHAN: You know the brand she likes.

CAROLINE: The beer- course I do. I'm surprised you do thoughJONATHAN: Who says I do?
CAROLINE: Do you?
JONATHAN: Well- you know. Know thy enemy.
CAROLINE: She not your-

JONATHAN: Enemy? Yeah I know- but if the sack of broken promise's fits, right.
CARLOINE: Jon.

JONATHAN: I can keep going- got a million
CAROLINE: Days like today are hard enough- don't make them worse.
JONATHAN:I know, I know, don't poison the mood, or shoot down the little wings that

Abby and Max always grow, don't stressout Elsie. Sure, I got it.
CAROLINE: She's still our mom.

JONATHAN: Where's the line Caroline- and when is she going to cross it. It can't be

thatfar off right? After everything she's done- Gramps' funeral, the timeElsiehadthe
flu, you're graduation? The same fate forfive children- how come I'm the only one whoCaroline kisses Jonathan on the cheek*

CAROLINE: Elsie's waiting- we'll be back soon. BYEMAX, BYE ABBY!

Caroline exits stage right MaxandAbby enterstageleft Abby is holdinga toilet
plunger and Max is carryinga toiletbrush*
ABBY: What your all talk? Knew it.

JONATHAN: Oh is that how it is? Areyou ready for this, a cleaner toilet the world will
never know.

Max and Jonathan exit stage left, Abby pauses andthen shifts theplant sothat the
livingside isfacing the audience.
Scene 4

3 am. About 25/30 years in the past of present day.

As Grantps enters to sit in the large armchair he turns the plant around so that the
living sidefaces the audience, Sarah walks across a dimly lit stage (she movesfront
stage left to stage right), she's carrying a backpack. The lights come up suddenly^ to
show Gramps is sitting the large armchair. He's dressed in Pyjamas and a dressing
gown. He looks verytired,
GRAMPS: Where are you going Sarah?
SARAH: Nowhere, Dad.

GRAMPS: Why are you taking a pack with you dear?
SARAH: Dad, I thought I would justgooutfor a bitwith Brett.

GRAMPS: Sarah, it's late it'snearly three in the morning. I know you feel like an adult,
but youronly 15-your not evenlegal-

SARAH: (sighs) Brett is waiting for me, I can't let him wait he'll be mad
GRAMPS: Sarah, why do you want to be with a guy who will be angry ifyou let him
wait a few minutes?

Sarah rolls her eyes and looks away.

GRAMPS: I'msorry I was so angry early, Ijust, I thought we had plans. I was looking
forward to adinner- just the two ofus... When you showed up so late, barely an hour
ago, Iwas angry Sarah! Come on, Honey it'sthree in the morning. I was worried
something had happened to you.
Sarah looks unimpressed

GRAMPS: Sarah! Don't you care thatyou leftme worrying halfthe night?
SARAH: Yea Dad, Sorry I made you worry. But I better go, Brett's waiting.
GRAMPS: You care more about meeting some guy you met a month ago instead of
talking to your own father?
Sarah looks away

GRAMPS: Sarah! Don't you look away from me! Look at me Sarah.
SARAH: I got to go. I got to go now.

GRAMPS: No, Sarah you CAN'Tgo! Please go upstairs. I know you think he loves you
butit's justpuppy love. He's 19, your 15. He'sjust too old for you, maybe in a few
years... but it's—

SARAH: Puppy love? Puppy love is something that happens when you're a kid and I'm
not a kid. He loves me and that's just the way it is!
GRAMPS: Ok, ok Sarah. How about you go upstairs and we can talk about this in the
morning when we both have had some sleep. You can call Brett and tell him you won't
be coming tonight but that you can see him tomorrow. All right? Does that work for you?
SARAH: Ok, Dad.
GRAMPS: Good sweetie.

Gramps turns awayfrom Sarah to go and water the plant Sarah thinks carefully about
it, looks like she is going to exit stage left then shakes her head and leaves stage right
half way through Gramps* next line,

GRAMPS: Sarah, you don't understand how much this means to me! You understanding
that you should be here with me.
Gramps turns to see that Sarah is gone. He sits down, defeated in the large armchair.
He exits stage left as Jonathan enters,.

Scene 5

Present Day, 2 hours after Scene 1.
Enter Jonathan stage left Heflips the plant over so that the dead sidefaces the
audience. He clears the table and straightens out the book selves,. Enter Max Stage
Right who is carrying a considerably large duvet blanket that is covering hisface.
Because he can *t see he bumps in to Jonathan,
JONATHAN: What are you doing with that?
MAX: Sorry, didn't see you there.
JONATHAN: What are you doing with that?

MAX: I was just getting the sparesheets from the closet-I'm setting up Gramps', well,
the spare room for mom.
JONATHAN: Max, don't take this the wrong way but don't bother because she's not
going to come- let alone stay the night.
Jonathan turns away; Max drops the duvet and shoves Jonathan in the back,
JONATHAN: hey, what are you-

MAX: Don't say things likethatabout Mom. Of course she's coming- she saidshe
would. She said it yesterday, today she is coming for a visit!
JONATHAN: Max- please- She always says she's going to come, Max- but she never

does... Don'tyou get it? We're wasting the whole day, no wait. We're wasting ourwhole
lives waiting for someone who doesn't care about us.
MAX: She does care! Elsie and Caroline think she's coming. Why do you hate her so
much?
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JONATHAN: BECAUSE ALL SHE DOES IS LIE TO US.
Enter Abby stage left

MAX: Don't saythat! She does care! Shecares a lot!
ABBY: What are you fighting about.

JONATHAN: SHE HATES US! SHECAN'T EVEN STAND TO LOOK AT US!
ABBY: STOP YELLING!

MAX: Don't say things like that Jon. Stop it! You'll see today, when she comes, you'll
see how wrong you are! She loves being with us, she just doesn't have time too- she s
really busy.

JONATHAN: Yeah. With other men. Come on! Don't you see it! She sleptaround and

then dumped Gramps with the consequences. That's what we all are! Adrunken night
and nine months of morning sickness, that's what weareto her.
Abby starts hitting Jonathan's chest

ABBY: JONATHAN, Stop it. What are you saying?

Abby continues to hitJonathan harder andharder until she breaks down andstarts
crying andfalls into his arms

{crying): Don't say things like that Jon. We're more than that. We know it, even if
she doesn't. Hasn't Elsie and Gramps taught you anything? Now come on! We've got
stuff to do. If she does comeMAX: And she will come-

ABBY: Do we want her seeing us like this? Jon? No.

Abbypicks up the big duvet and exits stage left
JONATHAN: You check- Max. If she even comes. You ask her when your birthday is.
See if she can tell you.

Jonathan exitsstageright Max exits Stage leftas he leaves he turns theplant around
so that the living sidefaces the audience.
Scene 6

Two years in the past of present day, Gramps died one week earlier.
8 pm, the night before the funeral.
All ofthe siblings enter, Elsie is carrying a Monopoly board and as Caroline enters
from Stage left she turns plant so that the plant have the living sidefacing the
audiences. The siblings sit around the table. Theyset up andplay Monopolyy Afew
moments ofplaying monopoly before the dialog starts.
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MAX: Oh, oh! Look at that, Abby your in Jail.
ABBY: Don't look too happy Max
MAX: I'm just trying to have some fun.
ABBY: We're not supposed to be having fun.
MAX: I think that He would have wanted us to have a good time, Abby.
ABBY: Max, it's been a week. One week. We're not allowed to have a good time until
we're ninety
MAX: Your just grumpy that your in jail. Again.

w

^

ABBY: this isn 't about monopoly, Max. Gramps died a week ago. I'm not angry thatmy

^

little boot is inJail. I don't care about a little boot.
JONATHAN: Abby its okay. Calm down.

ABBY: Its not about the game Jon, honest.

^

JONATHAN: 1know. It's all right. Max, you roll next.
Jonathan passes the dice to Max.

CAROLINE: What do you think she's doing in there?
JONATHAN: Who? Say- has anyone watered Gramps' plant.
CAROLINE: Mom of course.

JONATHAN: The plant?
MAX: Crying?
CAROLINE: Maybe...

MAX: But we'd have heard

^

JONATHAN: The plant?

MAX: Maybe she's writing something for the ceremony tomorrow?

~

JONATHAN: Did you water the plant Elsie?
Elsie shakes her head.

JONATHAN: Has anyone watered the plant recently?
CAROLINE: Maybe- probably.
JONATHAN: Is anyone but Elsie listening to me?

ABBY: Forwhat it's worth-1thought 1smelled hair dye earlier. 1heard you Jon- and If
haven't watered it?

CAROLINE: Watered what?Don't be crazyAbby; she wouldn't be dying her hair now.

w

Laughing, Elsie shakes her head. Sarah walks outfront stage left drying herhair with
a towel

^

SARAH: Sorry about the smell everyone but 1was justso sick ofmy hair colour.. .Tom
liked it and seeing as I'm notwith Tom anymore: why keep it, right? Oh how cute,

you're all playing monopoly. Oh, listen Elsie; I've got something to ask you.
Elsie sits up to listen.
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SARAH: I don't know if I want to say something at dad's ceremony tomorrow... You

know, we were never that close. You probably know him better than I did. Maybe you
could say something for me?
Elsie looks blankly at Sarah,

SARAH: Oh, right. I wasn't thinking, ofcourse yow can't speak atthe funeral- maybe
Caroline you could say something in stead...
Elsie turns to Caroline.

CAROLINE: Are you sure, mom? I mean, you don't want too....Yeah mom, sure
anything for grandpa. And Elsie can help me, she knew Gramps the best.
SARAH: Don't be silly Caroline; You've got a much better way with words than Elsie,

how can she help? Just figure itout please we need to say something. How would it look
ifhis own family had nothing to say about the man- god, people might realize what a
loser he really was.

Shocked, thekids close upthemonopoly game andall butJonathan slowly exit stage
left, looking at theirfeet

SARAH: Oh, don't stop onmy account- really. Jonathan, don't stare atme like that. You
make me nervous.

Jonathan continues to giver her a cold stare, Sarah absently drying her hair, walks
over to theplant Sheplays with itfor a moment, picks offsome leaves then switches
the plantaround sothat thedead sidefaces the audience. Sheexits stage left
Scene 7

Present day, 1:30 p.m.
The phone rings, Jonathan answers.

JONATHAN: Hello? Oh Hey Adam- thanks again for covering for Elsie today- no, is
something wrong at work Well, no actually She'snothere- sheand Caroline are out
shopping... Well they should beback any time now, really, they've been gone ah... an
hour, no two. Yeah two hours. I tell her you CAROLINE (off set): Hey guys- we're back.

JONATHAN: Oh hang on there Adam, I think theyjust got in... Caroline?
Enter Caroline and Elsiefrom stage right, both carrying several shopping bags.
CAROLINE: Who is it?

JONATHAN (Mouths the words excitedly)'. Its Adaml What do I do?? I don't know-
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CAROLINE {mouth)s: talk to him!
JONATHAN (Mouths): No I don't want too (Into thephone): Hey, yeah No were still
here. Ah well yeah what ...what is up. Ah yeah. One sec. (To Elsie): Do you have a
sec...

CAROLINE: Well, this looks like it may take a while, why don't you just hand me those
bags there, Elsie. I'll start putting things in the kitchen.
Caroline takes the Bagsfrom Elsie,
ELSIE: I think I should Help
CAROLINE: Oh no-1 think you should stay right here and see what Adam wants.
Caroline turns to exit stage right

CAROLINE (Mouths to Jonathan excitedly): Oh my god!
Caroline Exit stage right

JONATHAN: Yeah - alright-just-just a sec, I'll ask her. Elsie! Ok- Mr. Grondale was

going to give you theseticketsfor tonight- there are two of them, but because Adam was
diere he gave them to him... AnywaysAdam wants to take you- its for tonight.
ELSIE: You know I can *t go tonight
JONATHAN: Elsie, its for the Opera.
ELSIE: Mom is coming

JONATHAN: Elsieplease, please don't do this! You've wanted to go to the opera since
as longas I can remember! Do something for you tonight. Get dressed up. Let him take
you out to dinner!
ELSIE: Mom is coming

JONATHAN: Don't do this. You think that things will be different tonight? Sarah takes

away so much thatbelongs to you! Don't let hertake away thistoo! You always talk
about theopera. If not for theopera- thisis Adam. He's so great! Elsie he cansign! He
cantalk to you. Not you through us, buttoyou. Stopshaking your head! He likes you a
lot.

ELSIE: I can't tonight
JONATHAN: You can tonight.
Elsie shakes her head,

JONATHAN: Adam- its ah,notgoing to work tonight- Ourmother is coming- oh, well
thanks for thethought. She really wants to go, but ourmother is dying to see her. No

problem- thanks again. Hey do you want to join us for dinner next week...? Wednesday?
Sure. Yeah. That'd be great.

Jonathan hangs up the phone.
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JONATHAN: Elsie- he's the single greatest person I've ever met who isn't related to me.
ELSIE: Better than yourfriends?
JONATHAN: Sure.

ELSIE: Pm telling them you said that

JONATHAN: You can tell them all you like, but you know what... I think my friends
would seriously understand why I think that the guy who likes my sister is the best person
on the earth. You know, I think he honestly wants to give you everything that you
deserve- and its about time you took someone up on that offer.

Jonathan exits Stage Right, Elsie turns the plant around so that the living sidefaces
the audience, she then sits down next to the armchair.
Scene 8

16 years in the past of Present day, Elsie is 5.
Gramps enters stage left, caring a large storybook. He sits himselfin the large chair,
GRAMPS: Alright here we are. The Bee Man of Om. Are you comfortable down there
dear?

Elsie nods her head vigorously,
GRAMPS: Here we go. ' In the Ancient Coimtry of Om there live an old man who was
called the bee-man, because his whole time was spent in the company of bees. He lives in
a small hut which was nothing more than-'

Someone knocks on the door offstage right

GRAMPS: Hang on, love. Here look at the picture while I see who that is.

Gramps hands Elsie the book and exits stage right to answer the door,,
GRAM?^{off-set)\ Sarah what a surprise, what is that.
SARAH(<>^5e(): Hi Dad. How's it going? Will you take her?
GRAMPS(<^5e(I: Sarah what is this?
SARAH(o/6^seif^: A Baby what does it look like?
GRAMPS(<^5e/^: When were you going to... when did you have her...
SARAH(o;(7^je(^: She's nearly one. I call her Caroline. Will you take her?
GRAMPS(ojQ^je/^: I think you'd better come in.

Sarah enters the stage. She is carrying a bundle ofblankets, Grampsfollows her in.
They sit at the kitchen table,

GRAMPS: You'd better tell me what is going on Sarah.
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SARAH: Dad, don't you want to hold her? Everyone tells me she'sreally cute.
GRAMPS: Give me the child, and then explain. You... you said that this wouldn't ever
happen

SARAH: Well... I broke up with Jack, and Nick doesn't...Nick isn't a baby type person.
Sarah hands the bundle to Gramps who takes it carefully.
GRAMPS: Who's Jack and Nick.

SARAH: Jack's her daddy. He's anasshole. {Changes tone) I'm never going to talk to

him again. Nick is perfect for me dad. He's so wonderful. But he doesn't want her.
Which is ok, I don't... I mean I can'treally look after her. Jack was all over this family
thing, 1mean hewas sowhiny. 1couldn't stand it any more.
GRAMPS: So that's it then. You're just going to drop them alloffas they don't fit into
your life anymore Sarah? What sort ofethic isthat?
SARAH: Dad.. I'm not interested in yourparenting lessons, theydon't interest me.
GRAMPS: Well that's clear. So you're goingback to Jack's now?

SARAH: No dad, to Nick's. I'm notwith Jack anymore, you don'teven listen! you're
talking to be about parenting.

Sarah gets ready to leave. Gramps takes a calming breath.
GRAMPS: Aren'tyou going to say hello to your first daughter?
SARAH: Dad...What's the point? Shecan't sayhello back.

Sarah exits stage right Gramps stands with the child and moves towards Elsie.
GRAMPS: How are you honey?

Elsiestretches out her armstowards Baby- Caroline. Gramps handsCaroline over to
Elsie gently.

GRAMPS: Be careful dear; support her head. Ababy's head is very delicate.
Elsie smiles and kisses the bundle.

GRAMPS: She's very beautiful. Must have got her fathers genes, don't you think. Never

you mind, love. Do you think that Caroline wants to hear about the Bee Man of Om too?
Elsie nods excitedly.

GRAMPS: Well, bring her with us, we'll finish up in the spare room. That's where your
old crib is... Caroline's Room.
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Elsie Exits stage left with the Baby, Gramps picks up the book, he walks to the plant
and waters it, then turns the plant around so that the deadplantfaces the audience. He
exits stage left
Scene 9

Present day, 2 pm
Elise sneaks on to the stage (Stage left) and looks around suspiciously. Seeing no one
she starts to sneak across the stage, Jonathan enters stage right, and walks casually up
behind her,

JONATHAN: Hey there!
Elsiejumps and turns around,

JONATHAN: See now, I've been trying to make sense of why my beautiful, charming,
funny big sis would cheap out on the date of the century, and I've come to only one
plausible conclusion- The reason that you don't want to date Adam is that your really
married to Brad Pitt, and this is some weird Truman show deal where we're all on TV all

the time.... No? not close, well okay what about the fact that your secretly part ofthe
CIA (which, of course, stands for the Canadian Intelligence Agency) And Adam's a
double agent working for Norway- and your selling him our country's deepest secrets....
ELSIE: What sort ofsecrets.
JONATHAN: Like that this country wasn't founded on beaver pelts obviously, but rather
the wonderful pelts of the Canadian Giraffe, which has since then become extinct because
over hunting
Duh.
Elsie rolls her eyes,

JONATHAN: Well fine if you don't want to tell him that you love him, I'll just have to
call him up and date him myself.
ELSIE: Do you prefer men now?
JONATHAN: Oh 1wouldn't need to change my sexuality he's so hot that he could be a
girl, hands down.

ELSIE: Willyou call Abbyso I can have some backup?
JONATHAN: Yeah sure... Hey ABBY! Will you come in here and give your sister some
support.

Enter Max andAbbyfrom stage left,
ABBY: Whats going on?

Elsie motions toAbby, who walks towards her, Elsiegrabs Abby by theshoulder and
holds her at arms length between herselfand Jonathan,
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JONATHAN: I was just talking with Elsie about our favourite dream boy.
ABBY: Ohhh! Adam! He's so cute. Do you think he's too old for me?

MAX: I'm going to have to say they're right, Elsie... he's got the dreamiest blue eyes.
ABBY: Oh I know- and that smile, talk about drop dead.
JONATHAN: But if Elsie doesn't want him- being the second oldest in this room I
proclaim him mine.

w

ABBY: No way Jon-1 want him.
MAX: I'll fight you for him. If Elsie's sure she doesn't want him.
ABBY: I'd clean the toilet from now until I move out if I could have him!

^

JONATHAN: That's a tempting offerMAX: I Won't eat anymore of your chocolates!
JONATHAN: its yoM./
ABBY: Told you it wasn't me, Jon- you never listen to me.
JONATHAN: I'm sorry Abby.

^

ABBY: No worries. If I get captain prettypants we'll call it even.

^

MAX: Captain pretty pants-1 like that.
JONATHAN: Even you have to admit, Elsie. He did have very nice pants.
Elsie shrugs in agreement

JONATHAN: Bet your going to get married.
ABBY: And have babies

Elsie shakes her head, but is looking more uncomfortable than before.

MAX: bet you are- you gonna have so many kids that you could start your own country!
ELSIE: Stop it
MAX: Stop what? We only speak the truth!
ABBY: 1 think that the first hundred will call me auntie A and then rest will call me

Abigail- nobody calls me Abigail, but it makes me feel important.
ELSIE: It's notfunny anymore,

MAX: It makes you sound old! But then again- by the time Elsie on Baby 43 you would
be old!

ELSIE: Its notfunny anymore!
JONATHAN: Elsie are you ok?

w

ELSIE: No!

JONATHAN: What's wrong?
ELSIE: How couldyou think I'd be like that?
JONATHAN: Be... be like what? What are you talking about?
ELSIE: Like mum! How can you think I'd be like,,, mum?

ABBY: Oh- Elsie... we're sorry, we-

^

JONATHAN: We didn't mean it like that Elsie.
ABBY: You're not like mum. You won't ever be like her.
iw/
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MAX: Beside- mums gonna be around more anyways. I can feel it! I think the whole
thing had to do with her and Gramps- they always seemed grumpy with each other- but
she's coming today and its going to be great!

Max's enthusiasm lightens the mood. Thephone rings, and Elsie, Jonathan andAbby
get very still. Max continues tosmile, hejogs over to thephoneand answers it
cheerily,

MAX: Hello? Hey mom!

EveryoneexceptMax turns awayfrom the phone in unison,

MAX: We'reso excited for you to come, we gotyou the beer you like and we're going
to get movies and we figured you'd want to spend the night too, so Abby and I made up
Gramps' old bed
Jonathan turns back to watch Max,

MAX: and we got a the sheets all folded nicely andtheirthe nice floral ones-the ones
you said you liked last time you were here-

Max notices Jonathan looking at him, Jonathan raises his eyebrows,

MAX: And mum, I wasjust thinking... It's my birthday next week- right- any we were
thinking maybe you could stay for the party...?
Max holds the phone awayfrom his ear in shock. He continues into the phone,
MAX: Mum- my birthday isn't in a week- its monthsfrom now... how could you not
know that?

Lights come up on Sarah, she it sitting on a chair on thefar stage right apron. She is
holding phone. She and Max carry out their conversation on the phones,
SARAH: Oh, right sorry dear-1 was thinking of Abby!

From Max's expression it is clear that Abby's birthday isn't in a week either,
MAX: So why are you calling- we... well I thought that you would... be here already.
SARAH: Yeah- I'm sorry Max. I'm really busy you knowMAX: Yeah. I know. You're always busy.
SARAH: That's right, gosh you're so smart.
MAX: Yeah- I'm getting A's in P.E.
SARAH: Well Max- that's so good. But look- I've got to run.
MAX: Yeah okay, so I'll see you soon then.
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SARAH: Well no.

MAX: What? Why?

SARAH: Well like 1was saying- I'm going to be busy tonight. Something has comeup. I
can' make it- you'll tell the others right?
MAX: Yeah- sure Mum.

Sarah hangs up thephone at her end and the lights on herfade. Max continues talking
into his phone.

MAX: All right Mum. That- thatsounds... great! Yeah Ok. I love you too! See you then.
Max hangs up the phone andfaces Abby, Jonathan and Elsie.

MAX: She's gonna be latethere is a HUGE accident on the highway... so shecan't get
down right now.
ABBY: But she is coming?
yUO^awkwardly)'. Yeah. Sure.

Caroline entersfrom stage right
CAROLINE: Who called?
JONATHAN: Mum.

CAROLINE: What did she say-she's still coming right? She didn't cancel?
MAX: No. No, she's coming.

CAROLTNE(relieved): Oh that's great- why'd she call.

MAX: Uh. She'slate. Why- why don't weplay monopoly while wewait for her- she said
shecouldbe very late- it was a really big accident. Really big. Huge even.
JO^ATUAMiuncomfortably): Yeah, I could play some monopoly.
ABBY: Sounds good to me.

Thefamily moves to the table andAbby exits stage left andenters again with the
monopoly board. They sitaround the table andset up the Game. Music comes up as

they continue to play. Eventually Abbyfalls asleep on the table. Later Caroline wakes
up Abby and together they walk offstage left Later Elsie also goes to bed, waves good
night and exits stageleft The musicfades.

MAX: Okay, we'll only roll for them once more around the Bo^d.
Jonathan rolls and moves a piece.

MAX: So the rule isthat unless they ask you for the rent you don't have topay itright?

JONATHAN {whisper): Elsie, he landed on Illinois... are you going to collect? {beat) I
don't think she cares, don't botherpaying. Pass them here-
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Max rolls and moves,

MAX: Abby owes me $76 dollars.

Max starts to count cash from Abby's pile,
JONATHAN: Max its, like, four in the morning I think we shouldMAX: And what? Leave you here with all the money, not in your life.
JONATHAN: Max...

MAX: What- it's Caroline's roll- go already.
JONATHAN: I'm sorry that she didn't come.
MAX: It's not your fault, Jon.
JONATHAN: Max?
MAX: Yeah.

JONATHAN: What did she really say on the phone?
MAX: That she loves us and she wished more than anything she could be with us.
JONATHAN: Right. Of course. She's always saying that isn't she.
MAX: Yup.
Music fades in, Jonathan and Max continue to play. The lights fade and so does the
music. The curtains close and Sarah walks to center apron, a spot come up on her. She
moves like she is about to say something, then thinks better ofit It takes a momentfor
her to compose her self, when she is ready she speaks,

SARAH: You'll have to excuse me-1... I don't get the chance to talk- like this- often....
ever. People rarely get the chance to explain themselves- and least of all the people
who've made so many bad choices. I mean. Year 15 alone I made enough bad choices to

last me a life time- last other people their lifetimes. But I was grownup right? The big
one five! I could handle a baby. But I was wrong. Who isn't wrong at 15? I didn't even

finish high school andthey were telling me I'd needto know another language just to
communicate with her? I couldn't handle that! And theyjust kept coming- Caroline and
Jon right after-1 couldn't raise them! They- they needed a family and I wasn't a family.
The life I was leading is not a place and mother would want her children to be around. So

I made a choice- probably the only good choice I've ever made. Understand thatthey had
to hate me. So I created reasons to hateme. I saidawful things, I forgot things I should
haveremembered and I never show up when I say I will. Butits okay, because I know
thatthey are happy with outme, and that in my absence they all will grow up anyways.
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beauty
By

Langley Fine Arts Ensemble

Caution: Professionais and amateurs are hereby warned that "Beauty" by Beauty Drama Ensemble is
subject to royalty. It is protected under Copyright Law. Inquiries regarding performance rights and
royalties should be directed to Lindsay Bleackley at 9096 Trattle Rd. Fort Langiey, B.C. V1M 2S6. The fee
for a single production of this play will cost $25.00.

BEAUTY SCRIPT

Opening - as audience enters.

Cast members are dressed as Make-up sales representatives. They mingle with crowdand tjy to 'sell'
their variousproducts (lipstick, perfume, eye cream). Their voices grow with intensit)'.
(House Lights to Half)

Ayounggirl entersfrom .stage right and walks to a light centre stage.
Girl: "Excuse me?"

The sales reps rush thestage and swarin thegirl. There is a commotion. When they stepaway, the
young girl is disheveled - her hair is messed, she has lipstick and blue eye shadow all over herface.
The sales reps exit. The young girl is left centrestage byherself, shocked.
Girl: "But - I just wanted to be beautiful."
(BLACKOUT)

(Title of the show, ""BEA UTY", appears on the screen).
(Lights Up)
SCENE - News Anchor

Good evening and welcome to a special edition of Dangerous Diets. This evening we will uncover
why society's distorted perception of beauty is encouraging young women to adopt unhealthy eating
habits. Tonight's story starts with early signs of Bulimia, (turns to 'other camera') Bulimia often
starts when a person hears others talking about eating anything and as much as they want, but without
ever gaining a pound! It sounds too good to be true ... and, unfortunately, it is. By knowing these
symptoms you can help your daughter or loved one and prevent this sickness.
The first symptom involves secrecy surrounding eating and the time period afterwards. This includes
frequent trips to the bathroom after meals, signs and smells of vomiting. In further, there may be odd
eating behaviors; such as avoiding eating with others, skipping meals, and drinking excessive amounts
of diet drinks, (turns back to 'other camera')

After the break we have shocking statistics concerning the early age these diets start. Could it be your
daughter? We will also have answers as to why THERE IS AN EYELASH IN MY EYE - CINDY!!!!!
What have 1 said time after time?? 1 can't handle this anymore!! I need make up on my face NOW
CINDY!! Can you do anything right this moming? Look - I'm sorry. I am having a rough week. It's
nothing big.. .(starts to cry)

Cindy: what's wrong?

^

It's just that my boyfriend broke up with me last night and 1don't know why... actually I do know
why - it's because I'm FAT right? God I hate my job.
Director: okay guys we're back on in 5, 4, 3...

Anchor: Cindy Cindy stop! Stop!!! What do you know about make up!! GOD what do you know
about beauty anyway!!

Director: Uh let's roll another commercial. Tammy - take a break and we'll re-shoot after lunch.
{Stage clears as we hear a voice over)

VOICE: We now bring you a paid presentation from our sponsors.
Lights up on down stage right.
SCENE - Infomercial: 2 adult television salespeople.

1:

Thanks Tammy Barbara! I have to agree with what she says about teenagers and their

obsessions with beauty.

2:

Me too.

1:

But no need to worry!

^

2:
That's right Penelope. Today we are going to show you a new eight step solution to all your
beauty problems.

^

1:
And I know what you're thinking. Eight steps seem like an awful lot. But really, it is quite
quick and simple!

^

2:

^

Absolutely. And your time and money are worth it.

Both: Trust us!

1:

With this eight step solution, you'll be beautiful ALL the time.

2:

All the time!

^

1:

All your worries will begone!

^

2:

No more pimples!

1:

No more under eye circles!

/

>
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2:

No more pesky love handles!

1:

No more stray hairs!

Both: No More Ugly!
2: And how can they get this hot new product?

1: It's simple. Just call 1-800-no-more-ugly.

2: And if you call within the next 10 minutes, you will receive our clay mask absolutely free!
1: That's right!

2: You don't want to be the ugly one in the bunch do you?
1: You don't want to be the one they call "fat" do you?
Both: Nobody wants that!

2: But don't take our word! Hear it right form our satisfied customers.
1: Please welcome Jane.

{In walks a girl andJoins the ladies)
Jane, what is it you don't like about yourself?
GIRL: Well-

1: Where do you start, right? Jane, with this program you will achieve beauty. Later in the program,
we'll visit with Jane again to see her progress.

2: You'll see just how amazing our eight step program has been for her.
1: And how it can work for you! So what are you doing sitting on the couch? Call 1-800-no-moreugly!
Both: Don't you want to be beautiful??

SLIDE "STEP #1 - CLEANSE" (all slides are accompanied by soothing spa music.)
SCENE - Morning Ritual Documentary

PROFESSOR: Good evening ladies and gentleman! Tonight I will be speaking to you about the

/

female species and the first step to attaining beauty.

(

(Enter Zombies)

See here the female species in her morning state. As you can plainly see this state is repulsively
unattractive. For her to be able to successfully continue in her day, she must obviously clean up her
look and become some what beautiful.

(Enter Face Washers)

There are many steps that one must go through to obtain beauty but first involves starting with a clean
slate. See how they pop and pick, pry and pluck but are not deterred by any oozing that may occur.
Watch as they exfoliate, rinse and tone in order to achieve a clean slate. VOILA, the caterpillar is now
ready to begin its transformation into the butterfly.

The Face M'ashers leave. The Zombies eye one another, then moveforw^ard to begin theface washing
ritual.
La

Zombie.- (to another) Wow! You look gorgeous!

All Zombies perk up and look 'presentable' - they blow a kiss to the audience as they leave.

SLIDE "STEP #2 - PURIFY"

SCENE - The Clique - 2 high school teenagers.

1: Suzy, now that we've accepted you into our clique...
2: ...we feel like there's a few things you don't quite understand yet.
1: But don't worry - we know all about it...
2: .. .and we're here to guide you in every way possible.

^

1: First of all.

Both: Beauty is everything.
2: But it's not you.
1: It's not a flower.

2: It's not a song.
1: It's not a sunrise.

2: It's not a baby.
1: 'Cause babies make you fat and that is -

Both: NOT beautiful.
1: So let's just get this straightBoth: Beauty is everything.
1: It's perfection.
2: It's flawlessness.

.

1: It's the cover of a magazine.

\

ui

2: It's not like they'd put an ugly person on the cover ofa magazine!
1: Why would you pay money to see an ugly person?
2:1 could get that in the computer lab for free!

1: Beauty is following the crowd. Why think for your self...
2:.. .when others can think for you!

Both: You're so lucky you have us to guide you!
1: So here's what you're going to have to do.

2: It's goingto take a lot of
1: Tweezing
2: whitening
1: dieting
2: styling
1: tanning
2: covering

Both: It's going to take a lot of money.
1: But it's gonna be so worth it!
2: What else does she have to know?

1: There should be a mirror on you 24/7.
2: Cosmopolitan is the bible!
1: Hallelujah!

Both: And Johnny is off limits! Trust me. I've been there.
Yeah but it didn't really work out.
For you.

What are you talking about?
1 think you know what I'm talking about.

I think you know I'm gonna punch you right in the HE'S MINE!

See - isn't this wonderful?

Don't you wanna be like us?
Don't you wanna be JUST like us?
We're happy.
We're beautiful.

And we're worth it.
Dammit we're worth it!

So you should go home.
Think about what we said.

And get plenty of beauty sleep.
Oh and tell your mom to stop packing your lunch.
We don't eat lunch.
We don't eat.

Period.

Love ya!
See you tomorrow!

As the two walk offstage right, a line ofgirls with chairs enters in thesame stylefrom stage left.

SCENE - Food Battle: The Pure vs. The Gluttons.

This scene is done almost entirely in mime, with the exception ofthe odd grunt or choral phrase.
The Pure enter and a choreographed lunchtime ritual proceeds. They share a rice cake, they crunch a
carrot and they sip their water, all with proper manners. They are visibly 'stuffed' at the end of it.

The Gluttons enter and disrupt the peace ofThe Pure. They are grossly eating bags ofchips and
making rude noises.

The Pure look disgusted. They "bite their carrots" at the Gluttons, thus challenging them to a duel.
Two Gluttons come forward and chug cans of pop.
The Pure snap their celery at The Gluttons.
Two Gluttons scarf back tubes of mayonnaise.

The Pure whisper with one another, then throw theirceleiy at the Gluttons.
The Gluttons retaliate with three that squirt whip cream into their mouths.
The Gluttons begin to gloat and laugh, and finally leave.
The Pure pack up and leave in their synchronized way, except for one.
She remains onstage and looks around, checking that she is alone. When she feels that no one is

watching, she runs to an empty chip bag on the floor, rips it open, and starts to lick the bag.
Another Pure enters, clears her throat, and looks on with disgust.
The first Pure takes the chip bag and mns offstage.

SLIDE STEP #3 - "CONCEAL"
SCENE - MASK SCHOOL

Scene done in masks that are painted with 'make up'.

Aschool bell rings, andenter students wearing masks. They are allproper and well made up.
OFFSTAGE: Jasmine! You forgot your lunch!
Jasmine: I can't mom! I'm already late! Bye!

Jasmine runs into thehallway (without mask) and trips centrestage. Her books goflying and everyone

stares. When they realize that she is not wearing her mask, they are all shocked, ^ispers, comments,
staring, etc. A student quickly runs to the ojfice (Downstage right) and whispers to theprincipal.
P:

Would Jasmine Polky please report to the principal's office immediately.

Jasmine enters the Principal's office. She is also wearing a mask..

P: Hello there Jasmine. Just as I had been informed. This is unacceptable. You know, here at
Yorkshire we have standards. Now today, we did not meet those standards, did we?

J: I'm sorry...! completely forgot...

P: Shhh. Everyone is busy in the morning Jasmine. Yet every other girl in the school managed to get
their face on. With a smile, I might add. But you.. .it's always you. This is the third time this month

Ms. Polky. And to be quite frank, I am sick and tired of it. You know here at Yorkshire it is
mandatory to wear your face every day. You wouldn't want to be different, now would you?
J: I am SO sorry. I slept in, so 1was already late, and then Ijust forgot.

P: When you walk in that door in the morning without your face, 1feel disrespect. Piles and piles of
disrespect being launched at the Yorkshire face. This is not agood feeling Ms. Polky.
J: 1 am not trying to dis -

P: Now you know that concealing your individual features is an important task which must be done.
We want our school to be represented with beauty. And being different, well that is not the type of
beauty we are looking for. And when you constantly forget to apply your face, well you are just
another moose in the way ofthe school's success. Now Ms. Polky, amoose can make the decision to

get out of the way and join the herd, or stand in the headlights and be another stain on the windshield.

It's your choice Ms. Polky. 1suggest you choose wisely. Thank you. That is all.
Jasmine gets up to leave.
P; Go see Ms. Jebrier for a spare face.
Jasmine exits.

The Principal grabs herpurse, leaves the office, and walks across the stage. She stops at centre,
checks her watch, and then swings her purse when she realizes it s lunchtinie. As she does this, the

song "Jsn't she Lovely" by Stevie Wonder comes on...as she exits, a choreographed routine with
purses begins.
SCENE: PURSE DANCE - "Isn't She Lovely"
SLIDE STEP #4 - "ENHANCE'
SCENE-CHANGEROOM

Lindsay- So...how are ya doing in there?

Madison- Great. Just great. In fact, I think 1uh...may need a size smaller. How about you?
Lindsay- Yeah, yeah me too ha... a size smaller

(both look out the dressing room door and smile at each other and laugh awkwardly)

Madison- Hey...you with the head set, me and my uh friend both need a size smaller. Actually maybe
2 sizes smaller in these jeans... these ones right here.
Lindsay- Yea, definitely smaller.
w

( motion to the clerkfor biggerjeans while they think the other isn't looking)
Sales Lady- Ohhhhh riiiiiiight I gotcha (winks)

Lindsay: Me and Madison have been best friends forever. We like the same music we like the same

movies hell we even have the same birthday. Sometimes I even feel like we're the same person,
except in situations like this one. Look at her! Perfect body with curves in all the right places, great
smile and the most perfect complexion ever. She is beyond compare, especially when compared to me.

Imean every time she says "hey lets go to the mall" I feel sick because we go and shop and everything
fits her flawlessly. I don't even stand a chance to be as gorgeous as her. I mean come on...

Madison: ...First look at me and then look at her. Can you see how I might feel. She is perfect, I don't
even compare to her, she is skinny, tall, her hair is always soft and shiny. Not to mention the perfect
shade ofstrawberry. All the boys stare at her and she doesn't notice. I bet she doesn't even try. She
probablyjust wakes up and walks out the door while I try so hard to look like she does and what do I
get? Not even a glance. I don't blame her or the boys. Come on, what do I have to offer? A
personality? Ha. And I mean she is my best friend and always will be.

Together: But Ijust feel I will never live up to her.

U
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Transition - as the girls push off the change room divider, a mom rushes onstage.
SCENE - MEDDLING PAGEANT MOMS

Mom #7 enters by herselfwith a chair and begins to set up her area.

Ml: Come on honey, stop lagging behind! 1need A LOT of time to get you ready!
(ve//5 offstage, then daughter enters slowly, not in as much ofa panic).
D1: Ah mom it's fine. 1 already put some makeup on at home.
Ml: Ugh. That is not enough. That is more like a pre-coat.
Dl: Right. Sorry. I forgot.
FREEZE

Daugher 2 entersfirst, dragging her mom in. Mom 2 carries the chair.

u

D2: Hurry up mom! Pick up the pace! We're already late. Look-we aren't even the first ones here
this time!

M2: Don't worry about it! Everything will be fine. We have plenty of time and you're already pretty
much ready to go

D2: Ready?? Mom 1still have to finish my makeup, curl my hair, and put on my false eyelashes.
Mom!!! Where are my eyelashes??! ?!

M2: Sweetheart.. .you look so good already. Do you really think you need to go to all this effort to
change yourself? If you win, don't you want to look like yourself?
{daughter realizes mom is right, but doesn 7 want to admit it)
D2: But I won't win looking like myself, (she starts to get ready in a rush).

Other pair unfreeze - both pairs are getting ready now..
M2: Do you need any help?

D2: NO! I know how to do this. I've only been doing it since forever on my own thanks to you.
{looks over at other pair). Look at that mom,
M2: 1 would do that too, but I just don't think you need that much help to look beautiful. You do that
already when you just smile.

Mom 2 sits and waits....watching her daughter. Mom I is spraying her daughters hairfor a long time,
andfluffling it up/backcombing it..

Ml: Oh! {looks into bag, panicked) We need more hairspray! I can't believe I forgot to pack the
extra hairspray.

D1: It's ok mom. I'm sure it looks good. It'll be fine.

MI: No, it won't be fine. You can't win a pageant without hairspray. There's no way I want your
hair boucin' all over the place, {she sees hairspray over on the other side).
D1: I'm sure we can just borrow some if it's that big of a deal.
(goe.9 to other mom) Excuse me, but do you have any hairspray?

As she is asking, Mom! sneaks in behind and steals itfrom them.
M2: Oh sure! I'll just grab it.

She looksfor her hairspray and can 7find it.

M2: I found our extra hairspray baby! I guess it was in the front pocket after all! Who knew?

(•
D2: MOM! WHERE is my hairspray??? I need it or else my hair will be totally flat and deflated!!!

M2: Ok, well it must be around here somewhere, {goes over to other mom) Excuse me, but could my
daughter please borrow your hairspray?

M1: OUR hairspray? No you cannot. This is a competition and you need to come prepared!
D2: Great. Now I'm never going to win!! This is all your fault.
FREEZE

BOTH: My mom entered me into a beauty pageant when I was 6 years old. She told me I was
beautiful

1) after two hours of primping
2) just the way I was - without any help at all.
She told me I was going to win
1) as if my life depended on it

2) as if it didn't matter either way.
She bought me a nice dress
1) 1 wasn't comfortable. It was too2) It should have been tighter.
I didn't actually win it.
1) she blames me
2) I blame her

I remember being compared to other girls Whether I was
1) tall enough
2) skinny enough
1) had the right posture
2) the right smile
1) the right eyes
2) the right hair

How perfect I was. As I've gone through life
1) school
2) work

I see the same comparisons and pressures in society
1) and I always feel the need to add another layer or enhance what I was bom with.
2) and I remember my mom always saying, "makeup may be seen across the room, but beauty
is within."

ii^

1) I never go anywhere without makeup on

2) 1begin to see past all the accessories and fakeness of layers.
Both: Then I can see real beauty.

Lights Fade - video segment begins.
SCENE - DATE TIME

This scene isfilmed and uses time lapseediting to speed up certain sections.

Split screen. On one side, Laura is sitting on bed reading magazine waitingforaphone call. On the
other side. Gate issitting on a couch watching TV. Gabe calls, shejumps to the phone.
Laura - Hey babe!!!!!

Gabe- Uh, hey. So I was talking to Mark and I think we should justgo for dinner and meet them at the
movie. Sound good?
Laura- Yah that's great!

Gabe - Pick you up in 20?
Laura - Give me half an hour?

Gabe - K, see you then.

TIME LAPSE: Laura straightens hair,picksout an outfit - see clothesflying everynvhere - gets
dressed, does make up, phone rings. Gabe is lounging on couch the whole time stillwatching TV and
sprays cologne (axe or something...) realizes the time then he calls.
Gabe - Are you ready?

Laura - Are you here?!?!?

Gabe - No, no but I am on my way and I was just thinking, it's kinda late now, lets just stay in. 1will
bring a movie over.

Laura - Oh, ok sure-that sounds good too, be here in 20 minutes?
Gabe - 20???? {realizes it gives him more time to watch TV) Alright.

TIME LAPSE: Laura isflustered. Shejust got all ready now she has to dress down and look 'comj}''
and 'relaxedFinds new outfit - rummage through clothes, end up all over thefloor- removes and reapplies makeup. Gabe sits on couch watching TV, receives a shortphone call or text message and
calls. Laurafinishes getting ready and tidying up whenphone rings.

Laura - hello?

Gabe - Hey, so Mark just text/phoned me and they are going out to the club in abit. Why don't we do
that with them? We are going downtown so let's leave in 15 minutes?

Laura - Right, that will be fun. {close up offacial expression, she is getting PISSED!!) Give me 25
minutes??

Gabe —Yah yah that's good {he leans back to relax and watch tv)

TIMJE LAPSE: Laura slams down the phone and rushes to dig through the clothes on herfloor. Finds
an outfit, catches herselfin the mirror, books it to bathroom. Curls her hair while doing her make-up
and changes to new outfit andputs on perfume. Gabe sniffs his pits, changes his shirt and sprays more
cologne till he smells better. He waits until the last minute to get her while she is stillgetting ready.
SWITCH TO ONE SCREEN PLAYING ON THE STA GE.
Gabe knocks on the door and Laura answers.

Laura - Ok I am ready! Lets go. {bigsmile)

Gabe - Actually, Mark called me while I was on my way and he wasn't feeling good, got food
poisoning I guess. Lets just stay in tonight {as he walks in the doorpastLaura)

Laura - Perfect {hugefake smile as he walks past, then pissed after he passes her and slams the door)
SLIDE STEP #5 - "UPDATE"

SCENE - America's Next Top Model

(Screen in center stage, lights behind it creating shadow; contestants wait behind)

TYRA: Welcome to the series finale ofAmerica's Next Top Model. I'm Tyra Banks. As you may
well know our world's perception ofbeauty has been updated through the ages. On last week's episode
we asked the ladies to choose a time period that they thought best represented ultimate beauty.
Now let's bring out the ladies.

(Contestantscome out one by one down the "runway")
TYRA:

Wow! Uga and Cawa sure *rock' the runway in their Cavewomen fashions! Looking Twiggy ladies!
And 'All the World's a stage' when it comes to Victoria and Diane in the Elizabethan era. I say let
them eat cake - just not too much!

(

Here we have Roxie and Velma bringing some razzle-dazzle to the runway with their 1920 s charm.
Keep on flapping ladies!

Sandy and Jan make the perfect pair of Pink Ladies. Watch out! They are like Greased Lightening!
Let's welcome Justine and Chantal modeling the style ofthe 1960's. You look fabulous! Break me
off a 'peace' of that!

Karen-Lynn and Genevieve sure know how to move! Look at how they disco dance down the runway.
Is it hot in here, or am 1coming down with acase ofSaturday night Fever?

^

Watch out! Olivia and Tiffany are going to get physical with the 1980 s! Their look will spin you
right round, baby, right round!

^

And finally, here come Janet and Grace with their gnarley nineties style! These girls are, like, totally
as tight as their, like, tights!

Good evening ladies. You have all worked very hard to get this far.
You've been chosen out ofmillions ofgirls to show off your talent and beauty.
Now we are down to the final group ofgirls and only one can be on top. We will now move to our two
finalists, and hear the question and answer segment.
Would Ms. Grace please step forward.

imi

Grace wearing the nineties outfit stepsforward.

In arecent survey, it was found thai 1/5 ofAmericans cannot locate the U.S on amap. Why do you
think that is?"

GRACE- (spoof on Miss Teen USA) 1personally beleive that U.s Americans are unable to do so
because some people in our nation don't have maps... and Ibeleive that our education, like South
Africa and the Iraq everywhere, like such as, 1believe that our nation over here! ...should help the U.S
or should help South America and should help the Iraq and the Asian countries, so we can help built up
our future... (for our children)."

TYRA: Tliankyou. Would Ms. Diane please step forward.
Diane wearing Elizabethan steps forward.

TYRA: Diane, Who do you prefer? Lindsay Lohan, Nicole Richie or Paris Hilton?"

DIANE: Well 1wouldn't say they're my role models, but I would have to say Paris Hilton, because in
the end, she knew what was right.

TYRA: Thank you ladies. I only have 1photo in my hand. This photo represents elegance in every
form, and somebody who I believe has truly updated the world's perception ofbeauty. This photo
represents the girl who will be America's Next Top Model.

(They all pause, awaiting the big news)

(

TYRA: Me! None of you represent beauty because beauty needs to be updated. And I represent the
21st CENTURY.

iiit

(Tyra stands with a huge fake smile, as the contestants make angry remarks)
CONTESTANTS: What, bitch, gasps, not fair ETC.

^

CONTESTANT: GET HER!

I
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(Tyra screams and runs offstage. The girls chase after her in a frenzy.

She runs behind eye, lights are behind. Big fight,dogpile - tableaux in shadow)

^

Theme SONG PLAYS

SCENE - TIME LAPSE MAKEOVER (filmed) Alook at different images ofbeauty and the
stereotypes that accompany them. Filmed with music background.

ISLIDE STEP #- "TRIM"

|

"

SCENE - Mother & Daughter

Amother and daughter sit in their housecoats looking through magazines.

(
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Mom: So honey, are you excited to start picking out your prom dress?
D: Sure mom, I guess about as excited as I could be...

w

M: Okay, well I picked out some magazines for us to look at. {hands one to her) Here you go honey.
iai

D: Sweet...

M: Oh my goodness! Would you look at this lovely number right here!

^

D: Mom?
u

M: Yesssss?

D: That looks like a paper bag.

M: But it's perfect for covering certain things up.

^

D: Mom, I'm not going to my prom dressed like a nun.

M: Woah! It's ok. No need to raise your voice at me honey. Just keep looking.

(
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D: OH! How about this one!?

M: Not with your calves honey, {continuesflipping through)
D: OMG! This one looks perfect!
M: Oh honey, that is for girls with boobies.

Daughter looks down at her chest.
D: Oh.

Mompats her daughter on the lap and preparesfor a 'talk'.
M: Sweetie...remember that talk we had last week?
D: Yeah.

M: About the perfect body?
D: Yes, how I don't have one and I never will. You're either bom with it or you aren't.
M: Right. So we need to find a dress to cater to all of this {motions to her daughter).

D: Fine. It's just hard to find a dress that's not made for the perfect body.
M: Well, we can't all look like Beyonce. If I could make you perfect, I would.
D: Thanks. Could we finish this tomorrow? I'm gonna go to bed.
M: Sure honey. Good night. Kisses daughter on theforhead.

Daughterflips through some more magazines.
D: This is so hard. Why can't I just be like the women in Hollywood?
(Hollywood.. .Hollywood.. .Hollywood.. .echoes off)

SURGERYNIGHTMERE SEQUENCE - choreographed to the song "Hollywood" by Beyonce
and Jay Z.

The young girl is in a surgery room with 15 doctors, and her mother is the surgeon. She is trying to
make her daughter perfect.

Song ends and the young girl is lying on the table/bed, sleeping. She hears her mother say:

VOICE OVER MOM: "The dress will fit you now"

Girl wakes up, and looks behind her to see the surgeons all standing like Barbie dolls. She screams.
BLACKOUT.

SLIDE STEP #7 - "TRANSFORM"
SCENE - MONOLOGUE: "BARBIE"

1959. Do you know what happened in that year? Barbie. Barbie was introduced to the world, and her

grip on little girls began. This 29-15-27 female was playful,perky and perfect; she was the ideal for
girls everywhere. Theproblem was, and still is, that she is nothing close to realistic. Girls, do you
remember playing with her? Her hair never seemed to be quite right and there was always something
wrong with her Velcro clothes and when Ken was around she was NEVER beautiful enough.

We put our Barbies through living hell, changing her hair sometimes three times in one play session.
And her clothes were almost always in the process of being altered. But the worst part about Barbie, is
that girls though she was realistic. I bet if you think back really hard you remember looking at her and
thinking some day
someday. Only then we grew up and realized that it is actually physically
impossible to be Barbie. If Barbie was alive her waist would be so small that she would have no room
for ribs, or intestines for that matter. Yes, I guess machines could breathe for her and digest her food
for her, but what about standing? Her boobs are so big in proportion to her tiny hips that she couldn't
support her own weight. Maybe her small hips are also to blame for the lack of children between her
and Ken. She would be so unhealthy that it wouldn't be physically possible to reproduce.
So there's Barbie. The unrealistic, cheap, plastic, pink loving, perfect complexioned, constantly

standing. Ken loving, but always fashionable DOLL. She is a doll and she will always be a doll, never

a person, so we all need to stop striving for Barbie.

SCENE - "REFLECTIONS" Choral Piece
Song

6girls speaking. One girl centre stage, looking in a mirror. We see her lower legs.
As they each speaktheirfirstline oneafter the other, they continue to rant in a stage whisper. Words
in capitals are CHORAL - all cast.
1: Another zit

2: My stupid hair
3: Flat chest

4: Wide hips
5: Waist too big

MY

(unison)
1: arms are

2: nose is
3: ears are

4: teeth are

5: thighs are
6: waist is
TOO BIG
MY

(unison)
1: boobs are
2: smile is

3: eyes are
4: hair is

5: lips are
6: eyelashes are
TOO SMALL

5: I was watching tv the other day, and 1 realized that I have NO booty.
1: In the bathroom at school I realized how thin my hair is.
3: Why can't my body just be
PERFECT

ALL ~ ranting about body parts
4: Why can't I be like everyone else?
WHY CAN'T I BE PERFECT?

Mimor Girl: Why do I depend on this mirror? This object that has let me down every day, yet 1treat it
as a precious friend. It is just a mirror. It is not who I really am.

2: Reflecting an image that can be interpreted
IN ANY WAY

6: I look to this object to see who 1 am.

Mirror Girl: But Inever find an answer. 1just find myself wanting...

(

MG/5/6: wanting...
ui

ALL: wanting...

Mirror girl: ...to be perfect.

^

SCENE - TRANSFORM!!!

"

G=normal girls

PG=popular girls

G4=MAIN GIRL

G1: Do you guys want to come over on Saturday? My mom said I could have you guys over to watch a
movie if I wanted.

G2: What movie?

^

G1:1 dunno, is there anything you want to rent?
G2: I'm not sure, I don't know what's out.

G3: We could just figure it out when we go to the movie store.
G4: Is it a sleepover again, or do we need to get picked up?

^
(
\
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01: Do you remember a Saturday when we haven't had a sleepover?

G4:1 dunno, I was justwondering.

^

G2: Ew, look at them. How can people wear that much makeup? I wonder if they can actually feel
their faces with all that cover up on.

m

G4:1 wonder what they actually look like?
tut

02:1 don't understand how people can want to be friends with them.
u

MONOLOGUE:

I do. They're popular, they're beautiful, they get all the boys and they have parties. Not stupid
sleepovers. Don't get me wrong - in the past having sleepovers with the girls was a lot of fun, but
we're seniors now. I think its time we grew out of that tradition and started acting more our age.

^
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02: Oh guys! I thought of a movie we can watch tomorrow!

03: No.

/

(
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G2: But-

G3: No.

G2: Fine.

G3:1 refuse to watch "The Bridge to Terabithia" ever again.
G4 Enters

G1: Woah, what are you wearing?
G4: What do you mean?

G3: Why are you wearing make-up?
G4:1 dunno, just thought I'd try something new.

Gl: But you hate make-up. You think it's completely fake.
G4: No 1 don't.

G2: Well you did.

G4: Anyways, what does it matter to you?
G2: Well, you look kind of dumb.
G4: What?

Gl: It's just, different...
G3: You're different.

G4: No I'm not, I'm the same person I was a few days ago when we made plans for another stupid
sleepover.

G3: No, you're not the sameperson. It feels like you're transforming into one of them.
Sjjp'

Gl: And what do you mean 'another stupid sleepover1 You use to have fun with us.
G4: How am I turning into one of them? You're just jealous.
G2: Suzie-

G4: No. Whatever. Count me out oh Saturday.

/
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G1: What else do you have to do Suzie? You think they're ever going to actually hang out with you?

G4:1 don't know, butI'm not sitting on your floor watching a stupid movie again.

^

MONOLOGUE

I knew they wouldn't understand! What is so wrong with trying to look pretty? They're just getting

^

nervous because I'm starting to get noticed by the popular girls and they don't want to be left alone. 1

knew they couldn't just be happy for me...but all that doesn't matter. I've got everything 1want.

^

PG1: So are you guys all up for coming over Saturday? Myparents are going on some dumb retreat, so

^

I 'm definitely having another party.

PG2; As long as John doesn't hit on me again.

^

PG3: But that was funny.
I

PG2: Yeah, for you guys.

PGl: Anyways, it's going to start at 10. Make sure you're there at 8 though so we can all get ready.

PG3: What are you going to do with your hair?

(

PGl: I dunno, probably straighten it.
PG2: (to G4) What should we do with Cindy's hair?

^

G4: It's Suzie-

PGl: Do not talk unless you are spoken to.
^ i

G4: But-

PGl: Shut up. As I was saying, I really don't think there's anything wecan do to fix that mop sitting
on herhead.

^

PG3: Anyways.

PG2: Yeah I have to go now. I shouldn't keep Adam waiting.
Lvi

PG3: You have biology next block.

PG2: Not today. So I'll seeyou at 8 on Saturday at Bianca's house Cindy.

j

PG1: Oh, do you know where I live? (long pause) You can talk now.
04: Oh, sorry. Um yeah 1 know where you live.
PGl: Ok, make sure you aren't late!

(G4 exits, but is still able to hear the popular girls talking.)
PG3: Oh my god.

PG2: It was so hard to keep a straight face that whole time. I can't believe she fell for that.

PGl: As if we'd actually invite an ugly chick to our party. She's definitely not ready. I just thought
she might try a little harder if she wanted to hang out with us. Maybe next time.
MONOLOGUE

But...l thought they had finally accepted me. I completely transformed myself. 1 changed who 1was,
treated my friends like crap and then abandoned them. All for those girls...those fake, superficial girls.
They never intended on being my friend. I thought I was chasing after happiness when I already had
it. Now 1 have nothing.
SLIDE STEP #8 - "RESTRAIN"

SCENE - Family Dinner (filmed - "Leave it to Beaver" style)

Mom is setting the tablefor a hearty meal, when Dad enters
Dad: Honey, I'm home! What is that delicious smell filling my nostrils?
Dad puts coat and hat on the coat rack

Kids: We're having mom's specialty!

The 2 children enter with many bags offastfood.. It's clear the mother isn 't making the meal tonight.
The son is carrying one bag, while the daughter is barely visible because she is holding lots.
Dad: Look at those muscles on my strappin' lad. Atta boy son! Are you ready for wrestling tryouts
tomorrow?

Bud: Sure am pop! Been practicing all week!

Dad: Oh uh... (Snapsfingers trynng to think ofher name, and pulls a piece ofpaper out ofpocket)
Jann! Will you take that bag from Bud? I want him to show me his rambunctious wrestling ways!
Jann: my hands are kinda full right now...

Dad: no, no, no. There's some room right., {puts the one bag that Bud was carrying, and puts it on the
piles ofbags Jann was carrying, completely covering her face) there. Perfect!
Mother: Jann, what in tarnation do you think you're doing? Have my years of teaching you on how to
be a lady gone in one ear and out the other!? Now please dear, put down the food and Restrain
Yourself! We don't want to relive last thanksgiving!

Jann puts down the bags offastfood with her mothers help. Mom then continues to dish theplates.
Mom: (to dad) 2 for you.. (To son) 2 for you.. (To herself) and 2 for me!

All sit down happily exceptfor Jann. Her plate is empty. She is NOT happy. Then the mother
remembers something, and Jann gets excited.

Mom: How silly of me, I almost forgot! Bud needs another scoop! (To camera) Tryouts are tomorrow!
Jann: Um, mom... Can you pass the bread please?
Mom: Do you really need more carbs today?
Jann: 1 guess not...

Mom: Alrighty dighty! Dig in!
Jann: I have nothing to dig in to!
taJ

Dad: About that. Now Jann.. Just remember that we love you and are here to help you in any way
possible, but we just really don't want you to get...
Bud: FAT!

Mom: No, no, no Bud, Bud, Bud! We do NOT use the word FAT in this household! We prefer the
word "grande!" 00! I'm so French!

Dad: Way to be cultured honey.
Mom: Thanks dear!

Bud: Hey Jann! Maybe you should listen to Mom and Restrain Yourself because you ARE getting
FAT.

Mom: BUD! How many times do I have to tell you!? We do not use the word fat in this household!
"grande!"
Jann: Mom, I don't know if you've noticed, but 1 AM RIGHT HERE and I can hear everything you

guys are sayingand I'm gettingreallyupse—

c

Dad: (intermpting) Jann, what are you saying? How could we NOT notice you!? You know that
saying "it feels like there's an elephant in the room?" Well there is. I'll give you a hint! It's pink and
its name is Jann.

Family imitates an elephant noise with the trunkgesture. All laugh and continue to eat merrily, but
Jann.

Jann: Okay guys, jokes over. Can I please eat now?
Mom: Sorry Jann, we got carried away.

Mother exits and comes back with a bowl and a jug ofwater. Sheplaces it infront ofJann and pours
the water in while handing her a spoon.

Mom: Bonne Appetite!
Jann: Wait... is this WATER?

Mom: What's so upsetting about that? H20 is the way to go!
Jann: Well.. Thanks.. I guess.
Mom: No need to thank me! Just remember: Restrain Yourself!

Later that nisht... Jann creeps to thefridgeforfood, and is about to eat some, but stops.
Jann: What am I doing? Restrain Yourself.

VOICE: And now, back to our sponsors.

(BACK TO THEINFOMERCJAL from the beginning) M: Hello and welcome back to the show!

D: We hope that you have enjoyed our program and that we have opened your eyes to how you can
become a better you.
M: That's right!

D: Now don't forget, there is still time to buy!
M: Call within the next 10 minutes, and you'll receive our clay mask, free of charge.

D: Now as promised, we've brought Jane back to seehow oursimple program has helped herto
become a gorgeous, confidant young woman.

M: No longer is she that unattractive, everyday girl with the frizzy hair. Now she has the power to be
beautiful every day! But we are going to let her testimony speak for itself!
D: Here she is...

The sales consultants leave as Jane enters. She stands centre stage, looking miserable.
JULIE'S MONOLOGUE

First of all, let me tell you, I don't want to be here. My parents forced me to come here. 1don't have a

problem; they do. (pause) Yes, I know about your terms and conditions. I've been taken to 2 doctors, 2
psychologists, 2 nutritionists, and the Fraser Valley Eating Disorder's CVmic.fPause) I won't do much
talking, I told you, my parents forced me to come here, and it's not like talking is going fix
anything. (Pause) I don't care that they care! I have no privacy anymore! My dad made some sort of
planner for everyday ofthe week, writing down the things 1do, the things I don't do, the things I eat,
and the things I don't eat! How do youthink that makes me feel? (pause) I said 1didn't want to talk
about it. (LONG Pause)

1guess it started when my sister moved out to go to university. I was really close to her; I guess you
could say she was my second half. But then when she moved I felt some sort of emptiness, some sort
of sadness that I couldn't control. It's not that I want to be sad; but I don't have a choice. It seems like

the world aroundme is slipping out of reach. Trust me, 11 have friends, I do, I just don't really

acknowledge them anymore. It's like I built a wall around them, like I put myself in some sort of
bubble that doesn't bounce. I don't think they understand but that's okay becauseI don't understand

either. And it pisses me offbecause I can'tcontrol it. It's not like I can bring my sister back home.
You can't pop a bubble once it has floated into the air. So 1resort to food. It's the only thing I can
control, the only way that I can prove to myself that yes, I do have at least a bit of control over what I
do. So1don't eat, and it works. It worries my parents and 1get them back, and it makes me feel in
control. But when I eat, everything falls apart. I cry and stand in front of a mirror naked, and scratch

my skin because I want to rip itoff and I ask WHY? Why can't I be in control? This is the ONE thing I
can do about everything, but no! I can't even control that!? When I eat 1feel useless, guilty and alone.
And I hate it, I HATE it. (pause)

No, it's not because Ithink I'm fat. Not everyone in this world who has an eating disorder thinks they're
fat. But it doesn't make any difference. Beauty has turned into some game, some... thing. It should

be away to find unconditional love for yourself, adefinition ofwhat it is to be perfectly fine with who
you are. (pause) I agree, that does sound nice, (pause) You know, 1really want to try to get better. I
mean, as hard as it will be to fix this, I like to believe that maybe someday I'll find away to fly, find
my way to thatbubble and finally pop it.
SONG: "Fix You"by Caldplay starts.

(

Achoreographed sequence with the masks begins. They move onto the stage, and attempt to put a
mask on Julie. She resists, then almost gives in, then resists. Finally the maskedpeople crowd her,
and place the maskon her face.
"BEAUTY" slide reappears.

Final moment - tableaux ofthe masked women with the slide in the background.
THE END.
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The Hook

ByCaitlin Forsyth
CAST

Bree—Little girl, perhaps 6 or 7
Daphne—Bree's mother
Sean—Bree's father

(Stage is set as alittle girl's bedroom, the main props being abed, achair, and abedside table with a
lamp centre-stage. Room's exit is aset ofstairs descending offstage. Lights come up in away that
conveys nighttime... blue wash, probably. V^^ten the lamp is on, itcan either really be on or have a
golden spotlight on the room.)

(BREE is in bed, sitting up. She twiddles with the covers impatiently and continuously looks towards
the stairs. Her bedside lamp ison. Arguing voices ofSEAN and DAPHNE can be heardfrom
"downstairs" (offstage). Their voices are tense and unhappy, but not overly loud.)
DAPHNE: It wasin a tin ofmine! Sosue me, Sean, 1misplaced some and some showed up in a likely
place. It's a simple enough mistake to mzike!

SEAN: Well, maybe you should ask before claiming everything as your own property! This ismy
house!

DAPHNE: (angrily) Oh, that's ridiculous! 1have a job, too; 1pay rent!
SEAN: Yes, and it's obviously depletingyour money so you have to take mine!
BREE: (Calls over SEAN'slast line) Daddy. (Pause.)

SEAN: Why don't you-(/me continues while DAPHNE tries to speak over it.) -learntosave yourown
money andthen I'lltake it (getting louder while DAPHNE does the same) andwe'll see how you
deal with that! Call me imreasonable?!

DAPHNE: (starting slightly calmer) 1don'tknow why youhave tomake such a bigdeal out of
everything, (getting louder to try to talk over SEAN) 1apologized, it was a mistake... weall
make them. Qoud again; the last two words ofthis line should be the last ones heard) Everybody has
misunderstandings, Sean!

SEAN: Right. Right. So as compensation—

BREE: (calls again over thearguing) Daddy.
DAPHNE (uneasy, defensive): What are you-!

SEAN: —I'll takesomemoneyfromyou and in convenient misimderstanding, it'll be maybe, a hundred
dollars more than what I remember. Who knows? 1 can just take this...

DAPHNE: Stop that! You bought me that! Will you just stop—
SEAN: 1bought you flus, so 1can take it!
DAPHNE: Bree is calling you, Sean!
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SEAN: Huh?Sowhy don't youjusttakethis necklace offbefore I haveto break it?

^

DAPHNE: Sean, please, just calm—

BREE: (calls again, loudly thistime) Daddy!
(SEANand DAPHNEfall silent)
bail

SEAN: (Offstage) What?

BREE: (Slides out ofbed and goes to top ofstairs) Are you going to tell me astory tonight...?

^

(There is a short pause, then BREE hops back toioards bed, looking happy. SEAN and DAPHNE both mutter
something quiet and inaudiblefor afeiu seconds. As BREE climbs back in bed, SEAN appears atthe top
ofthe stairs. He smiles tightly atBREE and sitsinchair beside her bed.)
SEAN: It's my turn? Didn't I tellyou a story last night?
BREE: Butthat's becauseyou said Mommy wasn't feeling well,so it's your turn again.
(SEAN chuckles and smoothes BREE's hair back)
M

SEAN: Ofcourse. Right. Okay, whatkind ofstory do you want tonight?
(BREE shrugs coyly.)

SEAN: Alright, then, how about... "Once upon a time, there was alittle girl named Bree who couldn't
think ofa story she wanted tohear, soherdaddy didn't have one totell herandheleft"?

(Starts to get up, pretending to be about to leave.)

^

BREE: (Giggling) No! 1want a story about a... pirate.

SEAN: (Sits back doum) Apirate? Tired ofMommy's princess stories? (BREE issettling down inher bed
and doesn't answer) Okay, a pirate, then. (Beat. Clears his throat.) Once there wasa pirate. A

fearless, brave pirate with golden earrings and golden teeth—

^

BREE: Why did he have goldenteeth?
SEAN: Because he could afford them.

U)

BREE: He bought his teeth?

SEAN: Yes. And he had a blackeye patch and a wooden peg legBREE: Did you buy my teeth?

SEAN: (looks at her) Do you wanta story or a dentallecture?
BREE: Sorry.

SEAN: So, he had apeg leg, and he also had aparrot that perched on his shoulder and talked to him.
They sailed aU alone on abig pirate ship, exploring new lands and finding treasure. And
peoplecalledhim... TheHook.
BREE: What was his real name?

U
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SEAN: Nobody knew. Even he'd forgotten it. He was known only as The Hook, because one of his
hands had been replaced by a hook.

BREE; (closing her eyes andsmiling) Mm.

SEAN: One day. The Hook was sailing through the straits of Malacca. It was astormy night—1 mean
day, but itwas dark as night. The waters were very rough and the boat was rocking like this
(Grabs edge ofbed and tips it back andforth. Bree squeals loudly.)

DAPHNE: (Offstage) Sean, you're supposed to be putting her to sleep!
SEAN: (Yells back, quickly angry) You come tell her a bloody story, then!
BREE: Daddy, don't swear.

(SEAN runs ahand through his hair and regains composure. Smiles atBree.)

SEAN: It was avery stormy day, and The Hook couldn't see where the land was, through Ae heavy
rain and the dark waves all aroimd him. His parrot was calling Danger! Danger! But The
Hook wasn't afraid.

BREE: Why not?

SEAN: Because he was abrave and experienced pirate! He knew he could get through this. He could

get through anything. Calmly he said to his parrot "Hy ahead and find where the coast

begins." Then he gave the parrot one end of along rope and said "When you get there, tie this
to a tree."

BREE: How would a parrot tie—

SEAN: Shh, honey. My story. His parrot was very special, that's why he was so important to The
Hook. So the parrot took one end of the rope and flew away through the pouring rain,
swerving in the wind. The Hook held the other end of the rope and continued to steer his
ship. It was avery difficult journey for the parrot, because the rope weighed him down and
the wind was blowing him back and forth. But he was very dedicated, and he knew he
mustn't let his friend down.

(BREE is comfortably settled in her bed, eyes drifting closed occasionally.)

SEAN: Then the parrot came across land! He quickly flew to the nearest tree and wrapped the rope
arormd its trunk, tying it tightly with his claws. Then he flew back and perched on The
Hook's shoulders. "Good job," said The Hook, and he grabbed the rope tightly, and started to
pull. And the rain was very heavy and the wind was very strong, and the waves were very
high, but slowly and surely The Hook pulled himself and the boat up to land.
BREE: (Very quietly and sleepily) 1thought he only had one hand.
SEAN: (Getting up) Shhh.Goodnight, Bree.

(BREE doesn't answer. SEANflicks offthe lamp and exits. Lights go dcfum.)

(Lights come up, blue wash again. BREE skips into the room, holding DAPHNE'S hand. She hops into bed and
DAPHNE turns the lamp on.)
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DAPHNE; Whatstory do you wanttonight? I havean interesting twiston Cinderella.
BREE: No, I don't want Cinderella. Daddy started telling me a story last night.
i

DAPHNE: Did he? Whafs that?
BREE: It's about The Hook.
wJ

DAPHNE: The Hook? Thatdoesn'tsoimdlikea storyfor littlegirls. Is it scary,darling? Has Daddy
been scaring you?

BREE: Nnnno, it's about a pirate! Hehasgold teeth and a peglegand nobody knows hisname
because he's called The Hook because one of his hands is a hook. And he's got a parrot and

they sail together onabig pirate ship and have lots ofadventures and stuff. 1want a story
about The Hook.

DAHPNE: Okay, that sounds alright. The Hook. Okay. (Pauses andfolds her hands inher lap while
thinking. Bree snuggles into her covers.) One day. The Hook was sailing hisship across thebig
blueocean, thesunsparkling Eiround him. And this day, hiscompciss wentmissing. He
looked allover for it, high andlow, butit was nowhere tobefound. "Maybe one ofmycrew
stole it," he wondered, and he called a meeting amongst his men.

BREE: No, he sails all alone with his parrot. There's no one else.
DAPHNE: That makes no sense, honey. A ship can't sail without a crew.
BREE: But Daddy said they sailed all alone!

DAPHNE: (Tightly) Sometimes your Daddy isasilly man, Bree. The Hook needs someone totake care

4^

of the sails and be on lookout emd... everything.
BREE: But-

^

DAPHNE: And man the cannons! You want cannons, don't you?

BREE: (smiles slowly, broadly) Yeah.

DAPHNE: (Leaning back triumphantly) Well, then. The Hook was a proud captain ofa ship and itslarge
crew ofsailor pirates. And this morning, hecould not find his compass. Finally heconfronted
his crew. "Has anyone seen my compass?" he asked, buteverybody shook their heads
silently. As he was walking away, frustrated, his parrot squawked. The Hook turned to look,
and saw that his parrot - what's the parrofs name, Bree?

W
^

BREE: He doesn't have one.

DAPHNE: Well, lefs call it Polly, then.

BREE: But Polly's a girl's name.

DAPHNE: Well, thenPolly's a girl! There's nothing wrongwithhaving a girlparrot.
BREE: 1 guess not.

DAPHNE: Or did your daddy say the parrot had to be a male?
imi)
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BREE: No. Can you just tell the story?

DAPHNE: Alright, but make sure you tell Daddy that Polly's agirl tomorrow night, okay? Sometimes
your father doesn't appreciate women very much.

BREE: Mom-mmyyy.

DAPHNE: Yes, the story. Polly was fluttering around the head of one of the crew members and

making aterrible racket. "PoUy, stop that," The Hook called, but his parrot continued. As The
Hook came closer, to try and pull the parrot away, Polly suddenly ripped atthe sailor's shirt
pocket andoutofit tumbled... The Hook's compass!

(Looks to BREE to see her reaction. BREE isnon-committal)

DAPHNE- "What were you doing with my compass?" The Hook demanded angrily. The pirate was

very scared and said "I'm sorry, Ifound it lying on deck and 1didn't know it was yours... I
am very poor and Ithought Iwas lucky to find this, so 1could seU it back at home. Ididn't
know. I forgot I had it. I'mvery sorry."

BREE: Buthe's a pirate. He can't be poor.

DAPHNE: He was a new recruit. Hehadn't gottenmuchshareofthe treasure yet.
BREE: Oh. What's a recruit?

DAPHNE: He was a new member to the ship.
BREE: So he was a stealer?

DAPHNE: No, darling. He was apoor man and needed away to earn money. And he hadn't known
the compass he'd found belonged to the captain. He had done nothing wrong, reaUy. Do you
understand?
BREE: Yes.

DAPHNE: He didn't deserve punishment. The Hook didn't understand that, though, and he decided
this man must walk the plank.
BREE: No, The Hook is nice.

DAPHNE: l-(Pauses, and then says softly) Yes, ofcourse. You're right. The Hook isa nice man. What
was Ithinking? He was very understanding, he listened to the man and realized itwas asmall
mistake. The only punishment was... he told the man that he would have to eat only dry
crackers for a week.

(BREE smiles.)
BREE: 1 like crackers.

DAPHNE: Yes indeed. So, afterThe Hook had reclaimed his compass, they setsailfor uncharted

waters. Two days into the trip, once they were off the map and The Hook s cartographer
BREE: What's a -
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DAPHNE: (Corrects herself) -Map-maker wasconstructing a newmapfortheseparts,the manin
lookout cried "Ship ahead!" TheHook peered through histelescope, and sure enough, there
was a rival pirate ship in the distance. "Man the cannons!" he cried.
BREE: Aye aye, Cap'n!

DAPHNE: Shh. Everyone jumped to their positions and started loading thecannons. This other pirate

ship was an evil pirate ship, soit was okay for them to fight. As they got closer, they fired.
The other ship tried toshoot back, butthey were sosilly, they'd forgotten their cannonballs at
port. Soon they raised the flag ofsurrender, and The Hook's crew swung onto the deck ofthe
rival ship.
BREE: And took all the treasure?

DAPHNE: Well, they intended to. But there was no treasure onboard! The Hook demanded toknow
wherethe treasure was,but the pirates only spoke Spanish. From what TheHook's crew
couldunderstand, the treasure had justbeenburied on an island with silver-coloured palm

trees. So they setoff, insearch ofthe island with silver palm trees. And tiiafs the story for
tonight.
BREE: Awww.

DAPHNE: (Rising, turns offlight) Goodnight, Bree.
BREE: 'Night, Mommy.

(Lights come up. Lamp is on. BREE is sitting in her bed playing with adoll half-heartedly. Offstage, her parents
are arguing again.)

SEAN: Typical! What the hell. Daphne!?

DAPHNE: Why are you angry about this!? 1was trying to solve things!

SEAN: Well, you're pretty bloody stupid then! What is this? What, isthis?? This isuseless. Daphne!
Why not make some papercranes outofourlastbitofmoney!

DAPHNE: (tightly) This isn't useless; 1asked an employee, it's perfectly operational, and you wanted
to buy one with that money, so—

SEAN: (mocking) I'm sure the emplyoree knew exactly what 1needed itfor, and I'm sure you knew
exactly the same...

DAPHNE: Power trip! You're just on a power trip, and ifyou weren't so full oftestosterone that you
think 1can't make any decisions you'd see—

SEAN: (short scuffling sound) And ifyou had any brains you'd learn to keep your clever ideas to
yourself and stop stealing my money, and then wasting more on useless! Pieces! Of crap!

(BREE suddenly reaches across and hits her lamp offthe table. It crashes loudly to thefloor on Sean slast words
(lamp light goes off, and the voices offstage stop. Enter SEAN.)

SEAN: What die hell is going on?

BREE: (Quickly, scared) I'm sorry. Daddy, 1tripped. 1didn't mean to. I'm sorry.
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SEAN: (Looking at her on her bed) You tripped?
BREE: I was standing.

SEAN: Well, youshould bemore careful! (Picks uplamp (in fragments orlohole) and puts it hack on the
table. Turns to leave.)

BREE: Are you going to tell me a story?
SEAN: No, I'm busy.
BREE: No you're not.

(SEAN gives her a LOOK. BREE cowers but persists in a tiny, trailing offvoice.)
BREE; 1mean, I'mjustsaying, you'rejustmaking yourself unhappy... and mommy... 1mean... umm,
nevermind, it's... (trailsoffcompletely)

(SEAN hesitates, looks like he'sabout torefuse and then marches over to the chairandsits.)

SEAN; Yeah, ofcourse. Alright. TheHook,right? (BREE nods) Okay, so.TheHookhad justpulled his
ship to an island in the middle of a storm, right?
BREE: No.

SEAN: He hadn't?

BREE: No, he was searching for an island with silver palm trees.That's how it ended last night.
SEAN: Ohhh. 1see. Silverpalm trees.... (Snorts) Typical. Alright, and why was he looking for this
island?

BREE: It had treasure.

SEAN: Okay.Alright. (Pause) Formany days, TheHooksailed on the wide sea,lookingfor a gleamof
silver in the distance. He hadn't been to land in many days by now, but he had enough food
and water to last him, so he wasn't worried.

BREE: Did he have enough for his crew?
SEAN: He didn't have a crew.

BREE: Mommy gave him a crew.
SEAN: (Rolls eyes) Of course she did. Yes, there was enough food for his crew, too. Did Mommy add
anything else that 1should know about?
BREE: The parrot is a girl. She's named Polly.
SEAN: (Laughs, astonished) Go figure. There's probably women in the crew, too, right?
BREE: I don't know.

SEAN: Well, good. There isn't. Women aren't pirates or sailors. Even your mom can't dispute that.
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BREE: It's just a story. Daddy.

SEAN: Right. Alright, lie down, Bree. We're getting off-track. (BREE settles down.) One day. The Hook
was sailing ingrey and drizzly weather. Looking through the rain with his spyglass, hesaw
nothing but water and sky. The Hook prepared himself for adull day. However, around
noon, the ship tilted and stopped. Confused, The Hook and his sailors looked down and saw
that gianttentacles werewrapped around the ship.
BREE: Man the cannons!

SEAN: (looks at her, amused) Yes. "Man thecannons!" The Hook yelled. But thecannons didn't point
down far enough tohit the giant squid beneath their ship. So instead. The Hook swung down

on arope one handed and poked atone of the tentacles with his hook. Polly (pronounces the
name loith an exaggeratedflourish and obvious disdain) meanwhile flapped around and pecked at
the squid. Out of the water arose the squid's head, to see what was making the disturbance.
"Hello," saidTheHook. "Hello," saidthesquid. "Doyou mindtelling mewhyyou have a

hold ofmy ship?" asked The Hook. The squid replied, "1 was hoping 1could catch a ride to
Mexico."

BREE: (Laughing) Squids don't talk!

SEAN: They don't latch onto pirate ships, either! (BREE keeps giggling) "Well," replied The Hook.
"We're not going to Mexico. But we'll take to you to a nicer place ifyou can find it." The
squid asked, "Where's that?"
BREE: An island with silver palm trees.

SEAN: Exactly. The Hook told the squid that, and the squid said, sure, he'd swim ahead and look for
it. SoThe Hook returned to deck and told the crew the news. They waited for a week, and one

day the squid returned. "I've found the island!" he told them. "However, 1don't like it All
the flashy silver things hurt my eyes. Now, you've wasted aweek of my time when 1could be
vacationing in Mexico. 1amhungry, and 1think 1will eat.yom ship.
BREE: (Whining) Noooooo.

SEAN: Don't worry. "Man the Ceumons!" The Hook yelled, because he had forgotten that they didn't
reach. They fired and completely missed, but lots of gunpowder fell into the water and made
the squid start coughing and sneezing. Turns out he was allergic to gunpowder, and he got all
itchy and swam away. (BREE giggles harder) However, poor Polly was allergic to gunpowder
too, and she got very sick. So they sailed on, wishing they had asked the squid where the
island wasbefore attacking him. (Looks at BREE.) To be continued!
BREE: Aw! Make Polly better.

SEAN: Nope. Thafs the story for thenight. Go tosleep, now.
BREE: Sorry about the lamp.

SEAN: (looks at it) Ah,whatever. Accidents happen.

BREE: Andc£m you emd Mommy—(Stops)
SEAN: What?
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BREE: Never mind.

SEAN: Can Mommy and I what?

BREE; (Sinking bock into cmers. Looking doim at her hands.) Just, can you not Ik so loud pl^. (SEAN
opens his mouth and makes to speak acouple times,finally shakes his head once andjust leaves. Fade
out.)

(Ughts come up. Green wash, preferably swishing around on the backdrop somehow maway ttal cmt^s wal^
reflections DAPHNE, SEAN and BREE row onstage on asmall rowboat,from the sidemth the stairs.
tL bed is in shadow, with aBREE stand-in under the covers. DAPHNE is stmdin^S^ and
BREE sitting. SEAN has an eye patch and both he and DAPHNE wear pirate hats. DAPHNE also
holds a telescope. BREE isunchanged.)

DAPHNE: (Raising telescope) Land ho! Isee an island with silver palm trees! (BREE rushes to thefront of
the boat, leans out and peers into the "distance". There is along pause.)

SEAN: (Turns slowly to DAPHNE) Where did you get that spyglass?
DAPHNE: (Unsure) 1-1... 1foimd it below decks.
BREE: The Hook. TheHook. (Jugsat SEAN's sleeve)

SEAN: (To DAPHNE still) That's my spyglass. You stole it.

DAPHNE: I'm sorry, 1didn't know itwas yours. (Holds itout to him)

BREE: We've come to the island! The Hook! Look! Silver palm trees... (Starts to cough slightly while she
points. SEAN continues to ignore her.)

SEAN: (Getting angry) PoUy is sick and my crewmembers steal my possessions! (BREE's coughing gets
loorse. SEAN yanks the telescope out ofDAPHNE'S hands.)

DAPHNE: 1said I'm sorry!

SEAN: Then why did you take it? (Stands up suddenly and grabs her by the arm) You re going to walk the
plank! We're going tofeed you tothe squid!

DAPHNE and BREE: No! (BREEfalls to her knees in acoughingfit. SEAN and DAPHNE struggle

momentarily and then DAPHNE is pushed offthe boat, upstage. As shefalls, spotlight on the boat goes
offand separate spotlight comes up on bed, as (other) BREEfalls out with ascream. Covers canfall
with her ifshe isn't aprecise look-alike. She huddles on thefloorfor afeio seconds while boat is taken
inconspicuously offstage. Blackout.)

(Lights come up, blue loash. (lamp is still broken) BREE is in bed with her head under the pillow. SEAN and

DAPHNE arefighting downstairs again. Sounds ofphysical scuffles are heard throughout, breaking up

dialogue)

SEAN: -with yoxir righteous little actions thinking you're an angel on earthDAPHNE: Stop it, Sean! This iswhy; can't you just- (scuffle, scuffle) Stop!

SEAN: Why don't you tell them of this, too, huh? Your ever-so-concerned group, you poor oppressed
bimch of—
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DAPHNE: Please don't! (scuffle, scuffle)

SEAN: Who do you think you are?!

(There is thesound ofsomething being knocked over.)
DAPHNE: (Panicked, hurried voice) I have to tell Bree her story.

SEAN: Oh, noyou- (DAPHNE enters onstage in ahurry, smoothes her hair and clothes. She has a black eye.)
SEAN: (Angrilyfrom offstage) We'renot finished!

DAPHNE: (Closes her eyes and breathes heavily. BREE raises her head and DAPHNE opens her eyes to smile
shakily at her.) I'm sorry about that, Bree.
BREE: (Ina smallvoice) Why do you fight all the time?

DAPHNE: (Sits dawn abruptly in the chair beside BREE's bed and puts herface inher hands.) I'm sorry.
BREE: I'm not mad. (Reaches over and hugs DAPHNE. They are motionlessfora while.) I'm scared.
DAPHNE: (close to tears) Metoo, Bree. (Beat, beat. Eventually DAPHNE lets go and BREE sits back on her
bed.) I guess you're ready foryour storynow,are you, dear?
BREE: I guess.

DAPHNE: (Takes a shuddering breath andfinally appears calmer.) Where were we? Searching for an island
with treasure, right?
BREE: Yeah.

DAPHNE: Have they found it yet?
BREE: No. Polly's sick.

DAPHNE: Ohdear. Okay, well, they're inluck tonight. One day, asThe Hook was sailing, thelookout
yelled "I see it! Isee it!" and sure enough, through his spyglass, there The Hook saw it,the
island with silver palm trees. They quickly sailed up to the shore and docked. As soon as they
were onland, they started a trek tofind fresh water. Not only did they find a spring ofnice
clecir water very soon, it was full of fish.
BREE: Yucky.

DAPHNE: (Smiles) Well, they liked fish. And they were good fish which would make Polly better.
BREE: Fish don't just make things better.

DAPHNE: It's justa story, Bree. They caught some and ateBREE: Raw??

DAPHNE: They were bigtough pirates. They could handle it.
BREE: Ewww!
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DAPHNE: I'mjustkidding! No, ofcourse they cooked-

SEAN: (Offstage) I'mwaiting andI have work tomorrow!

DAPHNE: (Glances offstage and then leansfonoard. Quietly:) Can you stay awake tonight, Bree? Stay
awake, please. (BREE nods, zoomed.) So, they ate their fish, and then set off to look for the
treasure. But where to start?

BREE: X marks the spot.

DAPHNE: Buttheydidn't have a map,so they had no X.

BREE: Maybe there was an Xon the ground. (DAPHNE laughs slightly. BREE doesn tget it.) What?
DAPHNE: Perhaps there was. So the pirates kept an eye out for X's on the groimd (There is the sound of
SEAN knocking things over and breaking stuffdoionstairs and DAPHNE keeps glancing over atthe
stairs, distracted) and also... also, um... (refocuses) ground that looked like ithad been dug up

recently. It was abeautiful day, the weather was nice, and they had just eaten and drank, so
they were completely refreshed and... (distracted) and, uh. And happy, Bree. Good-natured....
(SEAN'Sfootsteps start loith resolution towards the stage.) and prepared to spend alot of time on
this island if they had to, to find the treasure.

SEAN: (appears at the doorway, impatient) Taking long enough?
DAPHNE: Sean, please. Not now.

SEAN: Oh, not now! Yeah! It should have beenbefore, but you took off!

DAPHNE: You wantBree to stayup allnightwaiting while we argue?

SEAN: It's just a bedtime story! She's not gonna die ifshe doesn't get it one night. Daphne!

DAPHNE: (Pause. Appears to be choosing her words very carefully.) Idid not take off. I'm giving you a bit
of time to calm down, so we can discuss this—

SEAN: Don't tell me tofriggin' calm down! (Strides towards her. Daphne leaps out ofthe chair to back up,
aioayfrom him)

(DAPHNE and BREE speak out at thesame time)
BREE: (Shrilly) Don't!

DAPHNE: (Scared) Seem, please, Breeis right here!
SEAN: Then come back downstairs!

DAPHNE: (Almost hysterical in herpleading) I'm telling Bree her story!
SEAN: You're done! (grabs DAPHNE by thearm)

DAPHNE: (In a rush) Let go, let go, I'llcome, justlet go. (SEAN isnot listening, and DAPHNE halfwalks
by herselfand ishalfpulled out the door) (BREE jumps out ofbed and starts tofollow, hesitates, takes
another step, hesitates again, and suddenly runs back to her bed instead. She sits on her bed and grasps
the pieces ofthe lamp, throwing them hard onto thefloor one by one (ifit didn't break, just the lamp
shade and the body can be thrown separately). No one pays attention downstairs. There is the sound of
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a scuffle, and then a door opening and closing suddenly. It is quiet. BREE continues tosit on her bed,

just staring out into space, hugging her pillow. The lights dim, infragments, untilonstage it is black.)
(The lights come upwith the green watery reflections again. BREE iscross-legged on thefloor wearing a pirate's
hat. A closed chest is infront ofher. She isabout to open it when DAPHNE rushes in, wearing pirate
garb.)

DAPHNE: No, don't, you'll let it out!
BREE: It's my treasure.

DAPHNE: It's not your treasure, it's The Hook's. You're new, you don't getanything.
BREE: No, I need my fish!

DAPHNE:Don't open it! (BREE opens thechest, screams, andslams it shut)
BREE: Where is the treasure??

DAPHNE: There is no treasure! We're on the wrong islemd.
BREE: (getting upset) No, it has silver pahn trees! It has my fish! 1need my fish!
DAPHNE: (loudly andfirmly) There's no such thing as silver palm trees, Bree.

BREE: It's just a story! It's just a story! (Throios herhatdmon and runs, jumps onto the bed, standing. The
more she screams, the more she sounds exactly like a little girl having a temper tantrum)
DAPHNE: You won't get hurt if you don't get it one night. There's no such thing as fish.
BREE: It's just... a... storyl (Blackout.)

(Lights come up. BREE is sittingup in bed with thecovers pulled up toherwaist, her handsclasped and
fidgeting slightly. DAPHNE and SEAN arefull-outscreaming at each otherdownstairs, withsounds
ofphysicalfighting and scuffles.
DAPHNE: This is what happens!? Like it's normal!? This isn't normal!

SEAN: (yelling overher, starting afterher "like it's normal" line) No, it's what you deserve!
DAPHNE: (crying) No one deserves this!

SEAN: That's right, pull out your sob story! Go tell you friends again how badly off you are!
(DAPHNE starts to yellalmost unintelligiblyas SEAN continues)
DAPHNE: We have a daughter! 1can't just leave... but she's scared of you, too!

BREE: (Talks over them. Ad libin background.) One day. The Hook was sailing across the big blue ocean.
The wind was very strong, but he wasn't scared, because everyone knew The Hook and he
was very brave. He had just gotten treasure from the island with silver pahn trees, and they
were all very rich and happy. (Something crashes to theground doiunstairs) Polly was all better.
Then the pirates saw in the distance, a bad pirate ship. (DAPHNE yellsdownstairs "put that
downl") "Man the cannons," The Hook cried (her last wordsare drownedout byafrantic
"BREE!"from her mother, a crashand a heavythud, and BREE leaps out of bed, racesdownstairsas
there is thesoundofthedoor opening and closing once more. There is complete silencefor a long
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moment, long enoughfor the audience to become uncomfortable. BREE re-enters, herface streaked with
tears.)

BREE: (Unevenly) Theend. (Collapses onto thefloor. Blackout.)
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Caught in the Rain
By Christine Park

The stagB is dork, Aspotlight cotncs up on owowcm "wearing a bathrobe, sitting in a
chair. She stares out at thefourth wall After afew moments a boy comes outfrom stage

right. He walks up behindher andplaces his hand on her shoulder. After afew

moments, the woman brushes his handaway and he walks away stage right. He comes

back, this time with aglass ofwater andplaces iton the table next to her. She simply

lool^ at it, then turns back to thefourth wall Hepicks up the glass andwalks awc^. A
few seconds later he comes back with the glass again andplaces it in her hand. She tries
to give it back to him, but he pushes her hand back. This happens several times until she
throws the water athim. He takes the cup andwalks away. Aman appears stage left.
Father: Sophia? Sophia, I have something to ask you.
Mother getsupandholds hishand
Mother: What is it?

Father: Well, we've beentogether a long time now..
Mother: Yes, It's been three years.

Father: Yes. Well I was thinking we should...
Mother: Paul?

Father: Sophia, will you marry me?

Mother embracesfather and lightsfade. She recqjpears on the chair and thefather is
gone. Adam appears stage right.
Adam: Good morning mother. It's a beautiful day outside.
Silence

Adam: Why don't we go for awalk? How does that sound? Just a short one, for some
fresh air.. .a change of scenery.
Silence

Adam: I mean, look at the sun! It would be a shame to waste such...
Mother: It's raining.
Adam: No it's not.

Mother: Yes it is. Don't try to trick me. I knowit is.

Adam: No. Here I'll show you. We've just got to get you up. He bends dawn and tries

to lift her offthe chair, hut shefights hack Just got tolift you up. He tries to lift her up
again. Fine. Sit there for all I care. I'm going togo enjoy the sun by myself.
He startsto walk outstageright Halfway to the exit, he looks hack at herfor a moment,
then continues exiting. Fatherappears on stage left. Mother gets up andwalks towards
him. There are afew moments ofsilence while they donotlook at each other.

Mother: It's going to be alright. We're going to get through this. Businesses go under
all the time, and people get through it.
Father: I guess...

Mother: Hey... look at me.

Father: I don't think I can. I let you down. I let Adam down too.

Mother: No, you haven't! The boy idolises you. And he believes in you, and so do I.
We'll just have to start again. We'll find you a new job, and I'll get ajob too.
Father: I don't want to talk about this right now. I'm going to go fishing in myboat. I'll
see you at dinner.
Mother: Wait! I want to talk!

Mother watchesfather walk off, stage left She then returns to her seat. Adam returns
stagerightholding theglass ofwater.
Adam: Good morning mother. It's a beautiful day outside.
Silence.

Adam: Mother?

Mother: Every day's a beautiful dayfor you.
Adam: Yes, so come enjoy it with me.
Silence.

Adam: Mother, please just come with me. He begins to cry. Please just come with me.
Please.

Adamcries afew more moments until he exitsstage right. The lightsfade and come back
up. Thefather is standing on stage left again.
Father: Sophia! Sophia! Come here!

Mother gets up and runs to his side.
Mother: What is it darling?

Father: Sophia, we've talked aboutthisalready. I won't takethis anymore.
Mother: What on earth are you talking about?
Father: You sold my boat!

Mother: Alright! I sold it! But we need any money we canget! Times aregoing to be
tough for a whileand any extravagances we can do withoutwe have to sell.
Father: My boat isn't an extravagance. It's my only escape.

Mother: Well, why don't you escape with yoursonfor a while? He could use a bit of a
diversion from all this mess himself.

Father: You don't understand. It was the only thing left that I enjoyed, and you sold it.
Mother: What about your family?

Father: I'm trying hard for you. I really am. So I needto be out on the water morethan
ever. It makes me feel like everything is going to be all right.
Mother: Everything will be all right. You don't need the water. All you need is your
family. Right?

Thefather exits the stage, the lights dim and the mother exits the stage. Adamwalksback
in with a glass ofwater. He places it dawn on the table.
Adam: Drink it.
Mother: No

Adam: Drink it.
Mother: I said no!
Adam: Just drink it!

Mother: Persistent boy! A good boy would listen to his mother!
Adam: Just drink the water!
Mother: No! Just leave me alone!

Adam grabs thewater and walks hackout The lights dimand thefather is on stage left,
holding a fishing rod

Father: Sophia? Sophia?
Mother: Yes?

Father: Tm going fishing today. I'll be back by dinner, okay?
Mother crosses her arms and stares.

Father: Comeon, please? I haven't gonein so long. I need to go relax.
Mother: I heard there might be a storm today.

Father: Nonsense, don't worry about me. Rainyweather is the best fishing weather

anyway. I'm guaranteed to catch a nice big trout that way. I've been out in worse
weather I'm sure.

Mother: Fine. If it will make you happy, go ahead.

Father: I'm glad you see it my way, dear. Tell Adam his daddy'sgonna catcha big one
today!

Father hurries offstage.

Mother: Oh, your gonna catch a big one. I bet you are.

Lightsfade andAdam enterswith theglass ofwateragain.
Mother: You still have that glass ofwater, don't you?
Adam says nothing.

Mother: You still have that glass of water, don't you?
Adam still says nothing.

Mother: For Christ's sake, Adam! I'm not going to drink the bloodywater!

Adam: Why not mother? Just answer me why not!

Motherfinally breaks her constant gaze with thefourth wall and turns toface Adam.
Mother: You know perfectly well why not! Why are you so cold? So emotionless?
Why are you doing this?
Adam: I only want you to leave the room.

Mother: Why does it matter if I leave the room! It's raining outside! There's nothing
out there but cold and rain!

Adam: It's not raining mother! In fact, it's a beautiful day outside! You just won't try!
You don't want to try! All you do is sit here! You haven't even opened the drapes
since... since...

Mother: Finish the sentence Adam.

Adam: Since dad died. There. If I can say it, why can't you just go outside?
Mother: Because.. .because it's raining Adam!
Adam: And what is rain mother? It's just water!
Mother: Exactly! It's water!

Adam: You can't keep blaming water for dads' death mom! Water doesn't live mom!
Water doesn't eat! Water doesn't breathe! Water doesn't feel! Water doesn't try to kill
people! It's just there!
Adam tries to hold mother's hands.

Mother: Don't... you can't.. .Let me go!

Adam: Water doesn't live, but you do. And I'm worried aboutyou! Would you please
just go outside, or drink something? You're wasting away! You're going to be nothing
sooner or later. Nothing.. .just like water.

The mother starts to cry.

Adam: Look at you! You're crying. Feel yourtears! What are they? They're water!
You're even made of water!

There is a silence. The mother continues to cry.

Adam: Dad's dead, and it's nobody's fault. Not yours, not the water's. So please, just

^

come with me.

Mother: But I knew there was going tobe a storm. I didn't stop him.

^

Adam: Would you have been able to?

"

Mother No, he was free and determined. Just like water.
Adam holds out his hand. The Mother looksat it, and eventually she reachesfor his

hand She gets up andshe picks up the glass ofwaterfrom the table. They walk out hand
in hand

^
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Dirty Laundry

Setting

The laundry room of a suburban home. 3 PM.

Characters
Gael:

the not-really-goth goth

Rowan:

the gother-than-thou goth

Ben:

the quiet goth

Margot:

the crier

Mom:

not goth at all
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(Cael is sitting center stage in front of some uniit candles with a compact,
listening to Cyndi Lauper and trying to smudge his eyeliner A knock is heard off
stage and he quickly changes the music.)
Mom:

Caelykins! Your friends are here!

Cael:

I'm in the laundry room mo—uh, DoreenI

(Enter Rowan, Margot, with a book in hand, and Ben.)
Rowan:

(snickenng) Caelykins?

Cael:

That doesn't leave this room.

Rowan:

Of course not. Something like that could damage your reputation at
school.

Margot:

Rowan, we don't have reputations at school...

Rowan:

I know that. It's called sarcasm.

Margot:

(sniffling) Oh, sorry.

Cael:

What's the book for?

Margot:

It's a spell book. It belonged to my great, great, great, great, great,
great, great, great, great, great, great, great grandmother.

Cael:

It's in perfect condition...

Margot:

It's the revised edition.

Rowan:

Margot, you need something that actually belonged to the person in
order to contact their spirit.

Cael:

Won't it still work? I mean, the spells are technically hers.

Rowan:

She never touched them! Haven't you ever done a stance before?

Cael:

Yes! Of course I have. I used to do them all the time, but the

neighbours were always complaining about the noise the ghosts
made...
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Ben:

Spirits.

Cael:

Yeah. Them too.

(Awkward silence.)
Margot:

Butthe book's my dad's. Who got itfrom my great Aunt Eleanor,
who once contacted my great, great, great, great...

Rowan:

Margot, short version.

Margot:

...great to the poweroftwelve grandmother's spirit.

(Ben holds out a pack of matches)
Rowan:

Okay, Ben brought matches.

Cael:

I have some candles.

Rowan:

Good, but we only need... these are scented.

Cael:

I know. They were the biggest I could find.

Rowan:

They smell like cotton candy.

Margot:

Really? Let me smell.

Cael:

The guy at the dollar store said they'd be fine for spells.

Rowan:

Is the guy at the dollar store a warlock, Cael?

Cael:

No.

Rowan:

Oh, well is he a sorcerer or a shaman?

Cael:

No.

Rowan:

Then what do you think the guy at the dollar store knows about
black magic?

Cael:

I dunno. He was wearing a Black Sabbath T-shirt.
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That's great, Gael, but we can't contact the dead with scented

candies! Why don't we just prance around your basement and
summon a friendly ghost with pixie dust?
Margot:

(Whimpering) Does this mean we cant do the stance?

Rowan:

No, Margot, itjust means Gael's an idiot.

Gael:

Oh, unclench. You didn't even bring anything.

Rowan:

I didn't think I had to. If I'd known you weren't even capable of
picking out candles, Iwould have brought myown.

Gael:

The candles I picked are fine!

Rowan:

They smell like candy!

Gael:

Maybe Margot's great to the power oftwelve grandmother's spirit
likes candy!

(Margot bursts Into tears and moves to Ben, who is sitting up stage and
going through Cael's CDs)

Rowan:

We're talking about the spirit of a woman who was burned at the
stake, not Gasper the Friendly Ghost, Gael.

Ben:

Stop it, Margot's upset.

Rowan:

Margot's always upset.

Gael:

Okay, guys. Maybe my parents have some normal candles. I'll go

che(^ upstairs, you guys get everything else ready.
(Exit Gael with the candles.)
Rowan:

One day we'll show up here and he'll have those candles lit with
some James Blunt playing in the background.

Ben:

(Patting Margot's back as she whines) What does that mean?
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Oh, come on. Dont you ever wonder about him? "I used to have
seances all the time until the neighbours complained." It's so
obvious he's lying! I mean look at his mother. She baked me Rice
Krispie squares last time I was here. How dark can you be if that's
what gave birth to you? And remember when we went to that Fetal
Death Corpse concert and he ran out of the mosh pit as soon as he
started bleeding? He said he went to get some water but I'm
positive I saw him in the First Aid tent.

(Margot stops crying and raises a hand.)
Rowan:

What?

Margot:

Why were you in the First Aid tent?

Rowan:

I was... I was helping some kid after I broke his nose. But that's not
the point of the story. The point is that Gael's totally faking it.

(Ben hands Margot a CD. She laughs and they stand up.)
Ben:

You shouldn't be so hard on him. He's so unusual.

Rowan:

What are you talking about?

Ben:

Ifs just that he's showing his true colours. He just wants to have
fun.

(Margot snickers.)

Rowan:

I dont get it.

(Margot gives the CD to Rowan)

Margot:

Well, I bop, you bop, uh they bop.

Rowan:

Cyndi Lauper?!

Margot:

Gael bop.

(Ben and Margot iaugh.)

Rowan:

See? This is exactly what I've been talking about!
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Margot:

It's just a CD, Rowan.

Rowan:

But maybe It isn't just a CD. For all we know, Cael could have a
stuffed unicorn named Flufiy and a shrine to Madonna In the back
of his closet!

Margot:

Why would he name his unicom Fluffy?

Rowan:

It was just an example.

Margot:

It's just that unicorn's aren't really fluffy...

Rowan:

That's not the point! Why are yoii both so okay with this?

Ben:

Okay, say he has a stuffed unicorn. Does that really change
anything?

Rowan:

It changes everything! Has he ever mentioned Cyndi Lauper
before? No, because he's lying to us. He's faking it!

(Enter Cael with tapers and a candlestick.)
Cael:

Faking what?

Rowan:

What are those?

Cael:

Dinner candles. They're the only ones I could find, but they're not
scented. Faking what?

Margot:

Rowan thinks you have a unicom.

Cael:

A what?

Margot:

A unicom. Named Fluffy.
W

Cael:

Why would I name a unicom Fluffy?

Rowan:

That's not the point!

Ben:

Are we doing this stance or what?

Margot:

Yeah, I have to be home for dinner.
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I guess... yeah. Let's set up then.

(Cael sets the candles up on the floor and the group sits around them.)
Margot:

Who's going to channel her?

Rowan:

How about Cael, since he knows so much about it.

Gael:

Oh, well... don't you think Margot should? I mean, It is her great to
the power of twelve grandmother.

Rowan:

Exactly. So don't you think she'd have some questions to ask her?

Gael:

Right. Well, why dont you do it? The stance was your idea.

Rowan:

Whatever. Ifyou're scared, I guess I dont mind...

Gael:

I'm not scared! Ijust thought maybe you'd... never mind, I'll do it.

(Cael lowers his head and extends both his hands. Ben and Margot go to take
his hand, but Rowan smacks Margot)

Margot:

(Whimpering.) Do we need to chant or something?

Rowan:

This isn't the Ghost Whisperer. Just shut up.

(Enter Mom with a tray of milk and cookies.)

Mom:

I thought you kids could use a snack... are those my dinner
candles?

Gael:

Mom!

Mom:

Sweetheart, you need to ask before you borrow my candles.

Gael:

Okay! But we're busy!

Mom:

And don't put them on the floor, you'll start a fire.

Gael:

Mom!

Margot:

Sorry, Mrs. Sellick.
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(with false enthusiasm) Thanks a bunch forthe cookies Mrs. SI I
love peanut butter!

Margot:

I'm allergicto peanuts...

Mom:

Oh, kitten. Do you want me to make you something else? Maybe
some Rice Krispie...

Gael:

Mom!

Mom:

Useyour indoor voice, honey.

Gael:

GET OUT!

(Awkward silence, broken only byMargot's occasional whimpering. Mom takes
the tray and begins to exit slowly.)

Mom:

I'll be backwith some allergy-safe snacks, then.

Gael:

We don't want any.

(Mom sighs and exits.)

Ben:

(petting Margot as she sobs.) Gael, that was sort of...

Rowan:

Awesome!

Ben:

What?

Gael:

What?

(Margot whines.)

Rowan:

Emotionally destroying your motherforthe sake of our stance... I
underestimated you. That was pretty hardcore.

Gael:

What?!

Rowan:

What?

(Margot whines.)
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Gael:

How does upsetting your mother make you hardcore? And what do
you mean you underestimated me?

Rowan:

Itjust makes you seem less... you know, preppy. It makes up for
your fear of spiders and terrible taste in music. (Holds up the CD.)

Gael:

That's not mine!

Rowan:

Gael, It's okay. What you said tp your mom was seriously...

Gael:

(Intenvpting.) What I said to my mom was cruel and I'll apologize
once she's baked off her anger!

Rowan:

I knew itwas too good to be true, you're just a peach!

Gael:

Peach?

Rowan:

You try to be hardcore, but all you get is the pit.

Gael:

Ooh, tell me off with a pun! That's so edgy!

Rowan:

Oh, I'm sorry. Would you rather Itease my hair and we can have a
dance-off?

(Rowan skips around Gael singing Time After Time.)
Margot:

(Between sobs.) Stop... fighting!

Gael & Rowan:

Shut up, Margot!

(As they argue, Ben takes the candles and book, moves up stage and sits with
them in fhont of him. Margot follows.)

Rowan:

I wouldn't yell at her. She and Ben are the only ones here that are
buying your front.

Gael:

In other words, you're the only one here that isn't.

Rowan:

Oh come on, just admit it, Gael.

Gael:

Admit what?
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Rowan:

Look, you never let us in your room, we always end up in your
basement. You own two copies of Wang Chung's Greatest Hits
and not one of Smells Like Children. Your little sister's fuzzy jacket
looks suspiciously like a hand-me-down. You have a keytar!
You've never done a stance, have you?

Cael:

Why are you always trying to prove that I'm not goth enough for you
guys?

Rowan:

(Holding up the CD again.) Can you blame me?

Cael:

Would you forget about my music for a minute? What is it with
you? Ifsomething doesn't fit into this little box, you refuse to accept
it. You're so obsessed with being the gothiest goth that ever gothed
a goth...

Rowan:

Excuse me if I'm not going out of my way to conform to some
socially acceptable...

Cael:

Not going out of your way to conform? How is spending all your
time trying to be abnormal any better than trying to be normal?

Rowan:

As if you're any better! You onlydress like this to hang out with us!

Cae!:

You on!y hang out with me because I dress like this!

(Ben begins to cough and hack.)
Rowan:

That's not true!

Cael:

You wouldn't even look twice at me before I stole my sister's
eyeliner!

Margot:

Guys...

Rowan:

I didn't know you then!

Cael:

Did too! I sat behind you in German, we even had a conversation
once!

Rowan:

What?
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Gael:

You asked what time it was, and Isaid Ididn't have a watch.

(Ben laughs.)
Rowan:

You remember that?

Margot:

GUYS!

Ben:

You young people and your fighting. Always with the yelling... you'll

Rowan:

Why are you talking like that?

Ben:

Like what, doll?

Rowan:

Like a rabbi with a smoker's cough. Cut itout.

Margot:

(to Cael) Ithink he really did it.

Ben:

Oh. turn the hostility on me now that you're done with the poor boy.

have plenty oftime for it when you're older, trust me.

Listen to me, young lady...
Cael:

Stop it, Ben.

Ben:

Ben! Oh boy, you call a person from the afterlife, you think you'd
have enough courtesy to leam their name! (grumbling) Ruined my
game ofrummy... with Duke Ellington no less!

Cael:

Afterlife?

Rowan:

What does that mean?

Margot:

Who's Duke Ellington?

Ben:

Ugh...

Cael:

Seriously Ben, stop.

Rowan:

Yeah, you're scaring Cael.

Cael:

Oh, shut up. I'm not scared.
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Rowan;

Then why are you holding my hand?

Gael:

What? Oh... sorry.

(Awkward silence.)
Ben:

Hello? Spirit in the room! Not to toot my own hom but...

Gael:

Ben, really.

Rowan:

Yeah, it was funny for about five seconds.

Margot:

GUYS! He did it. I watched him.

Gael:

No way.

Rowan:

Margot, Ben can't channel your great to the power of twelve
grandmother by himself.

Margot:

He did!

Rowan:

Ben, you need to stop now. Margot's losing her mind.

Ben:

Teenagers... the name's not Ben, sweetheart. It's Eleanor.

Rowan:

Eleanor?

Gael:

Wasn't that your aunt's name?

Margot:

Maybe this is who she was named after.

Ben:

Named after? Oh honey, ifs your aunt. I used to diaper you before
my accident.

Margot:

What accident?

Ben:

Oh, nothing special. Just a little mishap with whipped cream, and
here we are.

Rowan:

I told you we couldn't contact your great to the power of twelve
grandmother with that spell book.
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What spell book?

(Margot gives the book to Ben/Great Aunt Eleanor.)
Ben:

Oh, kitten, this is a cook book! I gave it to your parents as a
wedding present!

Margot:

But dad said it belonged to his great to the power of eleven
grandmother...

Ben:

It did.

Rowan:

And it's full of spells.

Ben:

They're recipes.

(Rowan grabs the book from Ben/Great Aunt Eleanor and flips through it)

Gael:

(reading over Rowan's shouider) How are these recipes for food?
Myrrh resin? Guinea Pepper? Eye of newt? Toe of frog?!

Ben:

Wool of bat and tongue of dog, yeah, yeah. They didn't have

McDonald's in your great grandmothers day.
Margot:

That's sick.

Ben:

Oh, some of them aren't so bad.

Margot:

You've tried them?

Ben:

Oh, sure. Back when I was your age, my friends and I used to go
down to the pond and catch a few toads just to test out...

Gael:

You ate toads?!

Ben:

Oh, as if your generation's any better, sweetheart. At least we
boiled ours before we licked 'em.

Rowan:

Look, not that your childhood eating habits arent fascinating, but
maybe we could move on to a topic we cant discuss with someone
who's alive. What's the afterlife like?

Ben:

It's alright.
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(Silence.)
Gael:

That's it?

Ben:

I don't want to get your hopes up or anything. I'm sure you'll miss all
the yelling. (Points at Rowan.)

Rowan:

Yelling? Why?

Margot:

(pouting.) Because you do it all the time.

Rowan:

Oh, shut up.

Margot:

(quietly) Well, you do.

Rowan:

I don't yell nearly as much as you cry, Margot! At least I have a
spinel

(Exit Margot In tears.)
Rowan:

Crap, (to Gael) Way to go. Margot, get back here!

(Exit Rowan.)
Gael:

Wait, what did I do?!

(Gael kicks the washing machine, Immediately grabbing his foot and stifling a
whimper. He turns to catch Ben/Great Aunt Eleanor staring at him.)
Gael:

What?

Ben:

Can I ask you something?

Gael:

(hesitantly) Sure.

Ben:

Well, you may have noticed that I'm dead.

(Gael nods.)
Ben:

And, if I were in my own body instead of your friend's here, I'd
probably be quite pale. Myeyes would be sunken and dark, my
hair, stringy and flat. I'd be despondent, but all that would only be a
result of my, you know, lack of pulse.
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(Cael nods again.)

Ben:

So I guess myquestion Is... why the hell do you kids tryto look
dead?!

x-"

Gael:

(takingout his compact) We don't look dead. We look...

Ben:

Stupid.

Cael:

(sighing) I know.

Ben:

So wash yourhair! And yourface. I mean, ifa boyyourage likes
that gunk on his face, who am Ito judge, but...

Gael:

It's not that simple.

Ben:

You dont have to quit cold turkey. Just one dog collar at a time.

Rowan:

(from offstage) Gael, do you have any paper bags? Margot won't
stop hyperventilating!

IMS'

^

Gael:

In the kitchen! (smiles and takes a sudden interest in his shoes.)

Ben:

That's the shouter, yes?

Gael:

Her name's Rowan.

Ben:

Mhm. I see now. She's a prettygirl.

Gael:

I know! I mean... if dark and gorgeous is your thing.

Ben:

It's clearly yours.

Gael:

Me? Oh, I don't... I mean, she's really... but we're just friends.
(starts pacing) That*s it, nothing more. I mean, ifyou're thinking I
just look this way to get her attention you're way off. Sure,
sometimes it gets a little warm when you're wearing all black and
maybe, every once in a while I like to sit back and nod along to a
few pop songs from the 80's but it's not like I have a crush on
Rowan and please don't say anything... oh God.

Ben:

Mhm, mhm.

—
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Look, it doesn't matter anyway. She thinks I'm a dork.
Of course she does. You're obsessed with being the "gothiest goth

that ever gothed a goth." Why would she respect such a... a...
poseur.

Gael:

She'll have more respect for a poser than a conformist.

Ben:

What, this girl can't like you for you? You need that kind of girl like a
hole in the head!

Gael:

The regular me isnt exactly her type. He's boring and he listens to
Gyndi Lauper. At least I know she can tolerate the goth version.

Ben:

I'll tell you one thing, I'd much ratherspend mytime with a Gyndi
Lauper fan than the living dead.

(Ben/Gmat Aunt Eleanor tosses Gael a rag from the laundry. He catches itand
looks from the rag to Eleanorbefore wiping offhis make up.)
Ben:

Oh, and whatever that scent is you kids use... Eau de Decay?
Yeah, it's not pleasant.

Gael:

Itold you it gets warm wearing all black.

(Enter Rowan.)
Gael:

Where's Margot?

Ben:

I'd like to say goodbye before Igive your friend here his body
back...

Rowan:

Your mom's making her hot chocolate, so she stopped sobbing.
Her make-up's ruined though.

Ben:

The horror!

(Gael laughs.)
Rowan:

Something funny?

(Gael looks at Ben/Great Aunt Eleanor, then hesitantly back at Rowan:)
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Well, yeah. See, Eleanor's little outburst was actually sarcasm,
implying that she thought Margot's make-up was unattractive, and
could therefore not be ruined further.

Rowan:

Yeah, I got that. Thanks. What's wrong with your face?

Gael:

This is how it looks when it's not covered in make up.

Rowan:

Oh. Well, how'd you get a tan?

Gael:

My family and I went to Galifomia in May.

Rowan:

You said you locked yourself in your basement to properly mourn
the anniversary of Ian Gurtis' death.

Gael:

I lied.

(Enter Margot with a mug of hot chocolate and a can of whippedcream, sniffling.)
Ben:

There you are. I should get back to being dead, sweetheart, but—
wait, what's that?

Margot:

Hot chocolate?

Ben:

(pointing from the whipped cream to the candles) Haven't you been
told not to keep that near an open flame?!

Rowan:

Ifs nowhere near...

(Margot sprays the whipped cream on her hot chocolate and Ben/Great Aunt
Eleanor shrieks. Margot bursts Into tears.)
Ben:

That noise! I... er... (closinghis eyes and suddenly changing his
speech) but as I said. Slash, you're gonna have to learn to play on
your own eventually.

Rowan:

What?

Gael:

What?

(Margot whines.)
Ben:

You don't have to cry about it! I'll teach you. Just give me Axl's
body for a while.
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Gael:

Axl?

Rowan:

Slash?

Margot:

(sobbing) Eleanor?!

Ben:

What? Who's there?

Gael:

Uh... Margot's friends.

Ben:

Margot who?

Rowan:

Your niece, Eleanor.

Ben:

Eleanor! Ugh. this again.

Margot:

What's going on?

Ben:

She's always doing this. Panicking and dropping the connection.
Getting our lines crossed when I'm on an important call! What
happened this time?

Rowan:

Nothing. Margot just came in with some whipped cream and...

Ben:

Whipped cream?! Don't you know that's what killed her?

Rowan:

So?

Ben:

So she's terrified of it! What you have to be scared of when you're
already dead, I don't know, but...

Margot:

(sobbing again) I didn't think she'd mind!

Ben:

Don't worry. We'll just have to wait for her to calm down.

All:

Oh.

(Silence.)

Gael:

So, what was that you were saying to Slash?

Rowan:

What do you care?

Gael:

I... I don't... just making conversation.
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Ben:

I'm not at liberty...

Gael:

'Cause it sounded like he's been channeling you to play...

Ben:

Really, there are a lot of legal restrictions. I can't talk about it.

Rowan:

As ifSlash has a business deal with some random dead guy. This
is such a joke.

Ben:

Hey, I was a household name when I was alive!

Rowan:

Doubt it.

Gael:

Who are you?

Ben:

Ricky Wilson. Rock Lobster, at your service.

Gael:

No way!

Margot:

Who?

Gael & Rowan:

From the B-52's!

(Cael and Rowan exchange glances, but Rowan contains her excitement)
Gael:

You like the B-52's?

Rowan:

1... just because I know his name doesn't mean I like them Gael!
God, don't be such an idiot!

Margot:

The LoveShack guys? You mean you've been playing for Guns N
Roses?

Gael:

Well you don't have to be rude about it. He's rightthere.

Ben:

Don't worry about it, kid. I liked us.

(Margot whines as she is ignored.)
Gael:

Itjust wasn't necessary, is all.

Ben:

Meh, everyone's a critic. Life's too short to pay attention to that sort
of thing.
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Rowan:

That's a little ironic.

Ben:

Aren't you a little young to be bitter—er... ugh... (starts speaking
gibberish.)

Rowan:

God, Gael. You can't hold a spirit in your house.

Gael:

Forgive me, our long-distance plan doesn't involve the post-living.

Ben:

(covering his eyes.) Get it out of here!

Gael:

What?

Ben:

The whipped cream. Put it away!

Margot:

(throwing the can offstage) It's gone.

Ben:

Sorry about that, sweethearts. Sometimes, when I get a little
upset...

Gael:

Don't worry. Ricky Wilson already explained.

Ben:

Ricky? Oi, he's gonna give me an earful when I see him!

Margot:

(sniffling) I'm sorry. I didn't mean to.

Ben:

It's alright, lovey. But I should go before I interrupt anybody else's
calls.

Margot:

Already?

Rowan:

You cant go! We didnt invoke a spirit just to find out that her great
to the power of twelve grandmother ate frog toes and Guns and
Roses still suck! Aren't you going to tell us something more? Give
us some sort of profound advice?

Gael:

(quietly) She did.

Ben:

It's advice you want? Alright, (in an eerie voice) Heed the wamings
on aerosol cans!

(Rowan pouts as Margot hugs her aunt goodbye.)
Ben:

(to Rowan) Look, sweetheart, I know you think it all gets easier
after death, but rtdoesn't. I'd tell you the meaning of life if I knew
it... but I don't.
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Rowan:

Whatever. Just go.

Ben:

I'm sorry, (to all) I'll see you soon, kittens.

(Caet and Margot exchange worried looksas Ben/GreatAunt Eleanor laughs.)
Ben:

Just kidding.

(Ben gasps and falls to the floor. The other three surround him as he slowly sits
up.)

Margot:

(offering Ben her hot chocolate) Are you okay?

(Ben nods.)

Gael:

Well, how do you feel?

(Ben shrugs.)

Rowan:

Ben:

Do you remember anything?

Nothing afterthe mention ofWang Chung's Greatest Hits, (to Gael)
What's wrong with your face?

(Gael starts to reply but is interrupted.)

Rowan:

Well, you did itwrong anyway. You channeled Margot's great aunt.

Margot:

She ate toads.

Ben:

Cool.

Rowan:

Yeah. Cool. We've been planning this seance for months and all we
get out of it is a caution for whipped cream and a disgusting
cookbook.

Margot:

I thought itwent well.

Rowan:

Did we contacta dead witch, Margot?

Margot:

No, but...

Rowan:

Exactly, so this was all just a waste of time.
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Gael:

Whydo you have to look at the negative side of everything?

Rowan:

Sorry, I forgot. You just wanna have fun.

Gael:

Let it go!

Rowan:

How are we supposed to trust a liar?

Gael:

Do you want to trust me or judge me?

Rowan:

You can judge me, but I can't do the same?

Gael:

I don'tjudge you, none of us do! We just sit back and take your
abuse.

Rowan:

Myabuse? (to Margot and Ben) Do you feel "abused"?

(Margot grabs the hot chocolate from Ben.)
Margot:

Oh, no! It... it's cold. We should get more. Ben?

(Margot grabs Ben by the arm and exits.)

Rowan:

I dont know how you managed to get them on your side but I'm not
abusive. Being opinionated doesn't make you mean.

Gael:

No, being mean makes you mean.

Rowan:

I'm sorry I have a low tolerance for stupid.

Gael:

You think everything's stupid. You judge everyone for everything,
you constantly accuse me of faking...

Rowan:

You are! I knew from the beginning you...

Gael:

Shut up.

Rowan:

Excuse me?

Gael:

Shut up. Let me talk for five seconds and then you can go back to
yelling. (Clears his throat)

(Rowan starts to count to five on her fingers, but Gael takes her hand.)
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Gael:

Ishouldn't have to defend myself. If I need to try to out-goth you

just to hang out with you, then fine. Igive up. I'll leave you alone.
But let's get a few things straight first. Ilike bad 80's music. Ilike
Madonna and Wham! and when Iwas five Iwanted to be Rick

James when Igrew up. But Ialso own every Siouxie and the
Banshees album... even Superstition. I like music that would make

my grandmother sick. Ilike performing seances In my basement. I
like taking spiked wristbands to the face in a mosh pit. And... Ilike
you.
Rowan:

Superstition was terrible.

Gael:

I know.

Rowan:

Ilike that Divinyls song. You know, "when Ithink about you..."

Gael:

Me too.

(Silence.)

Rowan:

Okay, are you gonna kiss me orwhat?

(Enter Ben and Margot as Gael and Rowan kiss.)
Ben:

Oh, gross.

Margot:

(sobbing) That's beautiful.
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